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FANTASTIC NEW YEAR OFFER

PORTABLE TV SCOOP!
WE ARE PROUD TO BE FIRST AGAIN WITH THIS OUT-

STANDING "USE ANYWHERE" 405/625 LINE MAINS

BATTERY PORTABLE TV BY FAMOUS BRITISH MANUFAC-
TURER AT ALMOST HALF ORIGINAL LIST PRICE ! I

SUPER QUALITY FEATURES:
• Fully transistorised • Receives BBCI/BBC2 and all ITV
stations • Operates on 200,'25uV, A.C. Mains and internal recharge-

able batteries (charger is built into set) and external 12V. D.C. supply

(car battery) # 8iin. Muliard Radiant Tube # 5in. P.M. speaker

Wood cabinet covered in washable material, with strong carrying

handle—front fascia in high quality two-tone plastic •U.H.F.
tuner with extra fine inning control for 625 line channels. • I-itted

with fully directional telescopic aerial Cor 405 line stations # Sockets

provided for external U.H.F. and V.H.F, aerials Dimensions:

II x 14 x II in.—weight 24i lb All usual TV controls fitted—

complete operating instructions included.

Each receiver is fully tared before sate.

The makers list price for this remarkable set was 83 gns.

Lasky's Price 49 Gns.
Due to the inherent fragility of TV receivers we would prefer not to

send these sets by carrier, but if required we will send by Express Optional extras: Plug-in 625 line aerial 7/6. Set of
Passenger Train Parcels Service at a cost of £4 including packing and rechargcab!e batteries (listed at £5.4.0) 4 guineas.
Insurance to anv address in the U.K.

207 EDGWARE RD, LONDON, W.2 Tel: pad 327 1

33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.I. Tel: MUS 2605

Both open all day Saturday. Early closing Thursday.

152/3 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4 Tel: FLE 2833

Open all day Thursday. Early closing Saturday.

Mail orders to 3-15 Cavell St. London, El. Tel: STE 4821.2

POCKET
CIRCULAR
SUDBRUM
only m**VI
plus6Vp fltj^O ;

complete with wallet
and full instructions

A neat slide rule which fits the top pocket

without projecting. Perfect for multiplying,

dividing, proportions, percentages, money con-

versions, m.p.h., m.p.g., fractions, square roots,

areas, etc. Precision engineered, scales the

size and accuracy of an 8" slide rule. All

British made.

TheIDEAL 8MHDAYofCHKISTMASGIFT

CIRCULATOR COMPANY LIMITED

Dept. P.T.I

Grove Park, The Hyde, LONDON N.W.9

Telephone: COLindale 0857

"SABRINA"
STILL WELL IN

FRONT
STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS . . . ABSO-
LUTELY UNNECESSARY . . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltage on TV, even with
Mains of 180.265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
S.A.E. details. Conditional Free Trial.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
12" now £5. 0.0^1

F
14" to 17" now £5.10.0 I l?

r
.

19" now £6.15.0
ffjgj21" now £8. 0.0 J
luDes

ALL C.W.O.—TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service

Engineers—Reducing to:
12—87'6; 14" 17"—97 '6; 21"—

1 47 '6

FREE Pass, transit & Ins. anywhere in British

Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed 12 months)

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar

BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390
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D. a B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
131 KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,

LONDON, S.W.I9. 'Phone: CHErrywood 3955 and 3513

EKCO/FERRANTI L.O.P.T. HOUSINGS, Top half only
Brand new. Bulk purchase offer ONLY 4'6 each. P.P.
I'-. With instructions.

REBUILT C.R. TUBES, AH makes. Al .-.i tl. 12 It) hs. guarantee;
To the highest possib e s tandards. 12 . £2 10 14". £3 17",

£3. 5. 19', £4.10. Carr . & ins. I2'6. N- c.o.o. C.W.O. only.
Ihi s includes 70". 90". 1 10° types.

ALBA
Tti41 T644, T724FM, T744FM .

.

.

.

. .-u 62/-
TSoo, T9«9. T717 at 50/-

BEETHOVEN
JSlijt;, 1S109, 203 at 50/-

BDSH
tys3, TV5B, rm. TV05 e

. stsn TUG69, Tvea, tvs3, tvso
TV07, TUGfiS, J109, TUG69.. Tbew are suppUed as inserts
only .. ,, ., , , ,. .. ,. .. at 30/-

COSSOE
BIT A. 930. 931. 933, 9S4. 9a*. 937. 93*. 9SSA, 939FA .. at 52/-
94". U4'>. 942A. 943. 944. 940 al S2/6
949.943B. 945 .. at 60/-

DECCA
DM1. D.MSC. DMS/WM, DM4/C. UMa.OM14,DMl?.444,
DSIS5. I>M45. B«5ii. DMS0
DM3IC, DMQ21
DJI22C, IJK19, 3RGTV7T7 sRGTVflBfl

DYNATRON
TVS0, TV33

EKCO
TC20S, TC2U9. T209/1, TS81. 1-J31 T2S1F, T949,
TC867/1, T2S3, T284, T293, 1'311. T310, TGC316, T32S.
T330. TS30F, T3S1
TMB272. T344, T344F. TU4S. TK4SF. T35C. TC312. 1313,
T335 ..

EMERSON
E700, E701, E7CI4 E7G8. Fort-O-Rama E707
R709, E710. E711. These arc supplied as an egcbange tout,
send old transformer .. .. .. .. ., .,

FERGUSON

10 3T, 10ST. 113T. 1S5T. 142T. 14 .it 145T, 990T , 991T
S93T. 994T, 993T. 9WT, 997T. »-*?T, 9S8T
2G3T. -J04T. MM*, aoaT, 214T, 233T, 23iiT. 244T. 240T „
L?ed on Iv >\heii available .. .. ., ., .. at 30/-
30ST. 307T. 315T, 317T at 65/-
306T. 30ST at 48/-
406T, 40ST. 41«T, 436T. 43ST 403T. 407T .. .. at 50/-
500 Series H04T at 65/-

WE HAVE MANY THOUSANDS MORE LO.P.T.S.
S.A.E. FOR

FERRANTI
14T2. 14TH, 14T31M4T4, 14T4F, 1-IT5, 14T<},17KK,1T

17K3. 17sK4. 17.--K4F I7K<J. 17HK3,
17dK,i. I7T4. 17T4F. 17T5. 17TiJ. These are sum lied us kuserBl

. . >'"

rioos t i aoa 1 . T1004, tioos, 1101

1

T1012 T1.023, T1024, X1027 :.i

al
at
at

68/-
68/6
70/-
79/6

El' 48/-

IC969
T327

at
T313F

at

48/-

65/-

ai

Please
at

48/-

48/-

at

. 992T
at

85/-

2T/8

H.M.V. *

LS89 at
1870, 1-<71. 1872. 1S73, XS74, 1875, 1S76 at

MARCONI
^TISG .. „ „ .. „ „ „ at

MURPHV
V249-S60 „ » at

-0 ,. ., ., ., ., ., ,, at
J30 at

410 J;n at
470-540 .. ,, lit

03W-73H at

PETO SCOTT •

I IRA, TH10, 173A,- TV1416, T141S, T1419, TY1718, TV1719.
i \ i 20 at
Tin -! an rappBed as taseite only.

PHILC0
! I, I'iIO « .. .. ... ,. c&
lOtH „ ,, ,. ., ... M
20U1. 11)23 .. ,. .. „ M „ ,. ttt

REOEKTONE
T 1 4. Iimj. 10-4. 10-17. Insert otilv .. .. .. .. pi

ULTRA
u;.;i. VPH-33, V15-60, T1752, T1T53, V1760 .. ., kl

at

WU17'«. T17D3, V1764. V51-30, T21-52, %"21<i0 ,. .. al

i 17-71 VI7-7L'. VJ7-73, YJ7-74. V17-7J .. .. at
V17-:*i, V17S3 at

V'19-84, V19-SB at
l-j:i-^ lit

30/-
«/-
85/-

48/-
50/-

48/H

78/-
90/-

90/-
111-

72/-
75/-
72/6

30/-

42 '0

42/»
60/-
52/0
43/6
80/-
65/-

AND S COILS NEW AND USED. PLEASE SEND
QUOTATION

TELEVISIONS—EX-RENTAL. All B.B.C./I.T.V. Uin. from £4.10.0. I7in. from
£7.10.0. 21 in. from £12.10.0. At I with written 12 months' GUARANTEE on
Cathode Ray Tubes. GENUINE BARGAINS, CALL OR WRITE TODAY.

VALVE LISTS—NEW VALVES. ALL CHECKED ON MULLARD HIGH SPEED TESTER,
GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS. POSTAGE AND PACKING VALVES 6d. EACH.

AND

DAF9I 7'JO ECH8I 7'- EZ8I 5'S PL36 10'. UF80 7'6

DAF96 7'l0 ECL80 7 '4 EZ90 5'- PLSI 8'4 UF8S 7'6
DF9I i'S ECL82 B'B GZ32 1 I'- PL82 6'4 UF89 71.

DF92 6'8 ECL83 10 '6 GZ34 ll '- PL83 8'4 UL4I 7'6
DF96 7'IO ECL86 8'8 HBC90 «'4 PL84 T- ULB7 8'8
DK9I T 10 EF80 7'- PABC80 7'6 PY33 9'6 UY4I S'6
DK92 7M0 EF8S 71. PC86 8'I0 PY80 ^i. UY35 56
DK.96 7'I0 EF86 9'4 PC88 8M0 PY8I 71- RI9 I4'8

DL92 tn EF89 71. PC97 7'fi PY82 5'6 U25 I0'3

DL94 6'8 EF9I 11'- PCC&4 7f4 PY83 9'6 U26 10' 6

DL96 6'S EF92 9'- PCC85 7'4 PY88 7'- U19I 9>9
DY86 7'- EPI83 9/8 PCC88 IVt PYSO0 t$. U193 T-
DY87 7'- EL33 10-6 PCC39 ion PU8CK 7'- U25I I1'8

EABCB0 7'6 EL36 9'9 PCC 1 89 10 '6 UBAC30 7'- • U28I 13 9

EAF42 8'6 EL4I 8'- PCF80 8'4 UBC4I 7'- U2B2 I3'9

EB9I 4'8
EL84 6'A

7'B

PCF82 9'4 UBCSI 71- U301 13'?

EBC4I 7'2 PCF86 I0'6 UBFB0 71. UU9 8'6

EBC81 6'

6

EMBQ PL5Q0 14'- UBF89 71- 6FI 9'6
EBF80 7>- EM81 7'8 PCF80I 10'- UCCB5 7'4 6F13 I2'8

EBF89 71- EM84 8'8 PCF802 10'- UCF80 9'4 6FI4 IS'-

ECC8I 714 EMBS 10'- PCF806 10'- UCH42 W 6FI5 I2'6

ECC82 TA EY5I 7f- PCL82 8'4 UCH8I 713 6F23
6F24

I0'&
IC'9ECC83 7/4 EY86 71 PCL83 9'8 UCL82 8'8

ECC84 7'8 EZ40 5'6 PCL84 8'8 UCLB3 i0'8 &LIS I2'6
ECC85 7>A EZ-il w PCL85 8'8 UF4I 7'6 6-30 L2 9'8

ECH42 8'6 EZ80 SI6 PCL86 8'8 UF42 9'. I0C2 12'-

We are open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Saturday-9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Friday-Closed all dayWed
Send S.A.E. for free list of valves.

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on all L.O.P.T.S. and S Coils, 3'-. C.O.D. 5'-.

SERVICE SHEETS. TELEVISION ! ! ALL MAKES AND MODELS 4'-, P.P. 3d.

I0FI 8'6

I0F9 6'-

lOFia 6>-

I0PI3 tV6
I0PI4 1 I'-

20F2 ll*.

20LI I2'6

20PI IS'-

20P3 12'-

20P4 13'-

30CI5 916
30CI7 ll'6

30CI8 10'-

30FS w-
30FLI I0'3

30LI5 I3'8

30LI7 ll'6

30? 12 916
30P4 IV-
30PI9 12'-

30PL) 12'

6

30PLI3 12/6

30PLI4 1L8
30FL14 10 '6

30FLI2 10 '6

30FLI8 I0'6

ayWednesday

J J, / fc, i M 'J J J
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EX-RENTAL
TELEVISIONS

14 in. 17 in.

£7.10.0 £11.10.0
12 months 3 star Guarantee
^Tubc-A-Valwes -^Components
COLOURED FREE LIST
Channels for all areas

Demons*rations doily from Large
Se/ection,

Personal collection or Insured

Carr. I4in. 20'-; I7tn. 30*».

EX-MAINTENANCE TESTED TUBES
I7tn.—35'- 141n.—

Most makes and types available.

Guaranteed good picture. Carriage 5,'- extra.

ONE YEAR GUARANTEED TUBES

15'-

21 in.

17 in.

15\14

12 in.

100% REGUNNED
Add 10'- or old tube.

All 110°—99'6 plus

30'- refundable on
old tube. Carr. I0'6,

I4in. Slimline 17 &
1$ in. — overseas

postage 30'-

VALVES SI per 100. Assorted TV and Radio.

Atatganlted receivers. Post 4/0.

il list,

CONDENSERS 10/- per 100. Sejr Assorted Eleotro-

>l-V i:V, 2 0.

RESISTORS 8/- per 1U0. New. Mostly High Stabs.

SPEAKERS 7/s"ain., i*ln'.. 7 i 41a.. 8 i 3ln. Bs-mld.
Oversea* 4/-.

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
62 1 3 Romford Road. Manor Park. E.I2

Liverpool St.—Manor Pk.—10 mins.
Phone: ILFord &0Q t 2 3' Stamp for Free List

AERIAL
BARGAINS

Latest H array com-

bined All channel*:

l<o!i 38/6; Outdoor

we. p.p. 4f«.

BHC2 VHP fl ele-

ment pJMtl *9/8i

i rLiiji'iu add on

111-.

P.P. Mi

A lmust' for transistor fans

TRANSISTOR
POCKET BOOK
R. G. Hibberd, B.Sc.,M.l.E.E. l

Sen.M.l.E.E.E.

A comprehensive guide to the charac-

teristics and use of the various types of

transistor now available. The manufacture

of the various types of transistor, up to and

including the latest epitaxial planar, field

of effect and metal-oxide silicon transistors,

is described in detail in order to make

clear the different characteristics of each.

Includes notes on the use and handling of

transistors, and chapters on solid state

circuit techniques and recent developments.

About 280 pages, about 200 line diagrams

and photographs. 25s.

Nru/MCC TOWER HOUSE
tWIN CO SOUTHAMPTON ST. W.C.2.

TOAMBITIOUSENGINEERS
- THE LATEST EDITION' OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?

Meotiaoica] En*..
Elect-leal Bait..

Civil RnjciDeerin?,
Radio Engineering.
Anuimnbiie Knc,
AsroijS'jUcal En*..
Production Beg.,
Buildiai.1

. Piaitie*.

Draughtsuiamhip.
Television, cic.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!

A.M.I. Much.

E

A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.l.Prod.E.
A.M.LM.l,
A.I.Q.B,
B.So.

A.M.I. E. a. E.
CJtr & Guild"

Gen. Ctrl, o! Education
Etc., etc.

rMEWkL
EQUIPMENT

Basic Practical and Theore-
tic Courses lor beginners in
Radio. T. V.. Electronics

Etc., A.M.LE.R.E., (Sty &
Guild!

Radio Amateur's Exam
R.T.E.B. Certificate

F.M.Q. Certificate

Practical Radio
Radio & Television Servicing

Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering

Automation

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

The sptcialUt Site.
tranici Division of
B./.S.T.
NOW offer* uou a
real laboratory train-

ing at /tome with
prarticat eq»*ipmettf.

Atk for detatU

B.I.E.T.
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
is s highly informative 156-page guide to

the best paid engineering posts. It tells

you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification

and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of

Engineering. This unique book also gives

full details of the Practical Radio & Elec-

tronic Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division

—

the BJ.E.T. School of Eiectronicsj explains

the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years

promotion in one year.

SATISFACTION OR
REFUND OF FEE.

Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford

to mini reading this famous book. II yon ire earning
less titan £30 a week, send for your copy at

"ENOINEERINa OPPORTUNITIES" today—FREE.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. SE/20), 29 Wrtghfs Lane, London, W.8

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

Please send me your FREE 156-page

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

NAME ...

ADDRESS

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME (SE/20>.



Practical Television
AN OPEN LETTER
TO THE POSTMASTER GENERAL
The Rt. Hon. Anthony Wedgwood Benn, M.P.

Dear Minister, 23IUI65

In the debates on broadcasting in the House of
Commons in May 1965, the following problems were
discussed: BBC-2f

s u.h.f. transmissions; a possible in-

crease in BBC licence fees; an alternative source of
revenue by a limited amount ofadvertising on BBC-2; the
allocation {or not) of a fourth channel jor independent
television or some other organisation; choice of a colour
TV system.

All of these items were haunted by the estimate that

BBC's cumulative deficit by 31st March 1966 would be
£25M, rising to about £120M in five years'

1

time.

Many TV engineers now consider that the capital

outlay on BBC-2 transmitters on u.h.f will be over
£120M, that anything up to 400 large, medium and small
slave transmitters will be required (with corresponding
operational costs). At present, viewers'

1

reactions toBBC-2
on the u.h.f bands has been tepid, and will continue to

remain so until a quota of folour transmissions are
included.

We hope. Minister, that you will bear in mind viewers
11

reluctance to pay larger licence fees and the BBCs fore-

bodings on their financial future. May we make these

practical suggestions for dealing with these problems ?

(a) Allocate the present u.h.f transmitters jointly to

BBC (3 days) and ITV companies (4 days).

(b) As soon as possible, select the colour TV system on
the u.h.f bands and permit colour advertising by ITA
companies.

(c) Reserve the Fourth Channel for later use, to enable
both BBC and ITV to expand their activities to a full

week for each, or to utilise the Fourth Channel for

educational or industrial purposes.
(d) Retain the present v.h.f, coverage on BBC-1 and

ITV on a permanent basis.

Colour TV on 405 lines is an attractive proposition, but

restricted bandwidths are the limiting factor for quality

and compatibility on monochrome receivers. The early

introduction of colour on 625 lines, with its increased

resolution, would provide an incentive to viewers and a
boost to industry. In America there are already seven

million colour TV sets. Musi we drop behind inter-

nationally because of BBC's rising deficit ?

Yours respectfully,

W. N. Stevens,

Editor, Practical Television.

(Latest colour news on page 157)

JANUARY

VOL. 15

THIS MONTH

Teletopics

Towards Better TV Reception
by Gordon J. King

Pulse Voltage Tripler by 0. Hinds

Radio and TV Servicing as a

Profession

—

by John D. Benson

Underneath the Dipole by iconos

First Time Tests—Part 5: A.G.C.
and Interference Limiters

by H. W. Heilyer

The Nev-lcon CCTV Camera
by M. L Michaelis

UHF "Bowtie" Aerial

by W. Groome

Checking Performance of Experi-

mental Receivers

by G. K, Fairfield

Servicing Television Receivers

—

The Decca DM3 /C, continued
by L. Lawry-Johns

DX-TV by Charles Rafarel

Trade News

Attenuators by H. T. Kitchen

Letters to the Editor

Your Problems Solved

Test Case—38

1966

184

148

ISO

154

155

156

158

163

168

170

173

176

178

I CO

184

188

OUR NEXT ISSUE DATED FEBRUARY
WILL BE PUBLISHED ON JAN. 20th

All correspondence intended for the Editor should be addressed to: The Editor. "Practical Television", George Newnes Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2. Phone; TEMpie Bar 4363, Telegrams: Newnes Rand London, Subscription rates, including postage:

29s. per year to any part of the world. © George Newnes Ltd., 1966. Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in

"Practical Television" is specifically reserved throughout the countries signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S-A. Reproductions
or imitations of any of these are therefore expressly forbidden.



TEL ETO PICS
ELECTRONIC RENTALS ASSOCIATION
RECOMMENDATION ON COLOUR TV
'T'HE E.R.A. submits that a decision should be made as soon as

possible on the introduction of a public colour television service
and that there should be no delay in announcing the decision.
A public service of colour television should be introduced as soon

as possible, starting in the London area and progressively extended
to give coverage of all major centres of population within two years.

Colour programmes should be transmitted, at peak viewing times,
for at least one and a half hcurs on each weekday and more at week-
ends. The proportion of colour transmissions should be increased
rapidly—with a target of at least 50% of programme hours within
five years.

Colour television programmes should be made available by both
BBC and ITA. The service might, initially, be provided by the BBC
only, but within one year also by the ITA.

E.R.A. strongly recommend that both BBC and ITA should use
the PAL system with 625-line standards in the u.h.f. band.

Regular colour test transmissions should be available daily, except
Sundays, as part of the normal test transmission for a period of three
months before the opening of a service in any particular area. After
the commencement of the colour service half the time occupied by
normal test transmissions in the day time should be devoted to colour
by alternating colour and black and white test transmissions at fifteen
minute intervals.

Adequate training facilities in colour television set servicing must
be made available at technical colleges etc., as soon as possible after
the decision to introduce a colour service has been made. These
training facilities should be available to full-time, day release and
evening class students in all parts of the country.

If it is found necessary to increase television licence revenue to
meet the cost of colour transmissions, a separate colour television
licence should be adopted rather than any increase in the general TV
licence fee.

RANK AUDIO VISUAL CCTV CAMERA
PHOTOGRAPH shows

the R17 closed circuit
television camera with acces-
sory electronic viewfinder. It

is marketed by Rank Audio
Visual.

It is a low-cost, light-
weight and futlv transistor-
ised unit specially designed
for educational and indus-
trial applications.

With a scanning standard
of 625 lines at 50 cycles, the
R17 camera is suitable for
use from mains sitpplies of
200—250V a.c. 50 cvcles. It

provides a fully stabilised,

high defini'ion image with
good picture geometry.
The camera has provision

for remote control operation

of electrical focus, beam, and
target, for specialist applica-
tions. It can be used with an
external sync bulse generator
when required.

SPECIAL EVENING
LECTURES

HPHERE will be nine lectures on
Colour Television commen-

cing on 3rd February, 1966. They
will start at 7 p.m. and finish at

9 p.m.
The lecturers will be T. Jacobs,

B.Sc, and P. L. Mothersole,
A.M.I.E.E., M.I.E.R.E., both of
Mullard Limited. The course
content will be: Basic principles

of colour reproduction; proposed
colour television systems; display
devices; receiver circuits.

The fee for the course of

lectures is £2 15 s. and the

lectures will be held at the Hen-
don College of Technology, The
Burroughs, Hendon, London,
N.W.4.

BBC-2 TEST TRANSMISSIONS
FROM ROW RIDGE

THE BBC commenced full

BBC-2 programme transmis-
sions from Rowridge, Isle of

Wight, on the 18th December.
The Rowridge transmitter

will bring BBC-2 to about one
million people in South Hamp-
shire, most of the Isle of Wight,
parts of East Dorset and South
West Sussex, and a small area in

southern Wiltshire.

TV STUDIO FOR MEXICO
REAT BRITAIN is sending
a complete television studio

centre, made by Pye TVT, to

Mexico. The equipment, a gift

from the British Government,
will be installed in the Politecnico

Nacional, in Mexico City for

educational purposes,
The gift is the result of an offer

made by Prince Philip during his

recent visit to Mexico, where he
stressed the importance of tele-

vision as an aid to the teaching of
students.

AERIALITE LITERATURE
fFHE following literature is

available on request from:
Aerialite Limited, Hargreaves
Works, Congleton, Cheshire.

" Aerialite Television and
Radio Aerials and Accessories
WALL CHART ". " Aerialite
: Galden Gain ' U.H.F. Aerials
Brochure and price list."

G
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EXPERIMENTAL COLOUR
TELEVISION TRANSMISSIONS

'T'HE schedule of BBC experi-

mental colour television trans-

missions from Crystal Palace
channel 33 on the PAL system is

as follows

:

Monday, 1400—1700, test card,

colour-slides and colour bars;
Tuesday. 1400—1700, test card,
colour-slides and colour bars;

Wednesday, 1400—1600, test

card, colour-slides and colour
bars; 1600—1700, live studio pic-

tures and films, 1810—1900, live

studio pictures and films; Thurs-
day, 1400—1700, test card,

colour slides, and colour bars;
Friday, 1400—1600, test card,

colour slides, and colour bars,

1600—1700, live studio pictures

and films, 1800—1900, live studio
pictures and films.

The test card periods consist of

15 minutes of test card in black
and white, 10 minutes of colour
bars and 35 minutes of colour
slides in each hour.

SLADE RADIO SOCIETY
TV SHOW

GLADE 5

65, the second TV
show (on closed circuit) to be

presented by the Society, took
place on Saturday, 2nd October.
Three cameras were in use, and
most of the equipment was built

by amateurs.
The first part of the show, pro-

duced by Slade Radio, consisted
of a magazine programme, comic
sketches, and an excerpt from
" The Importance of being
Earnest ?. The second part, pro-
duced by Sutton Operatic Society,

was an excerpt from " Souih
Pacific ", with a cast of sixty.

All video equipment worked
well, but the sound gear gave a

little trouble. Despite this, the
evening's entertainment went
down well, and a great deal of TV
experience, both technical and
otherwise, was gained by all those
involved.

THE FILMSHOW

AMERICANS BUY BRITISH

QHOWN here during a recent visit to the Marconi Company is Mr,
William P. Rusack, the Chief Engineer of the Field Commum'ca-

tions Corporation of Chicago, USA.
He is seen (centre) examining ike control and drive units of one of

the two 25kW u.h.f. television transmitters that have been ordered by
Television Chicago, part of the Field Communications Corporation.
With him, on the left, is Mr. T. Mayer, Manager of the Marconi
Broadcasting Division and Mr. W. J. Morcotn, Chief Engineer of the

Company's Telecommitnicatiotis group.

These transmitters, together with six of the new Marconi Mk V
television cameras, were chosen by Television Chicago after an inten-

sive appraisal of all the equipment on the market. It is, in fact, the

first time that British television transmitters have ever been sold in

the United States of America.

MINI ELECTROLYTICS FROM MULLARD
"PROM Mullard comes the C428 series of miniature long-life

electrolytic capacitors for industrial applications.

Typical service life figures at 40 °C are 200,000 hours' continuous
operation at an estimated failure rate of only 0-025% per 1,000 hours
at full rated voltage.

The capacity range of the series is from 2-5«F to 320/.»F, Working
voltages are from 4V to 64V.

EUROPE'S COLOUR TV UNIT
A MOBILE colour TV recording unit, the first of its type to

become operational in Europe, has been set up by Intertel at a
cost of more than £200,000.
The new colour unit comprises three vehicles including a genera-

tor and includes four Marconi B3200 colour cameras, each with three
3in. image orthicons and zoom lens, together with NTSC 525
and 625-line encoders, PAL 62 5 -line encoder, two Marconi
12-channel sound mixers and eight Conrad 17in. colour monitors and
ancillary equipment, includins vision mixing units. The mobile
recorders are two Arnpex VR2000 video tape recorders with full

colour units and featuring high-band recording.

\TAKE a note of the P.W. and
"TX

P.TV. Filmshow. — See the
notice on page 162.

M |E)<W2 Christmas an§ ^Successful* (Hem ^gear

from t§t &bitov <xnb P^ff.
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TOWARDS

BETTER TV
RECEPTION

First of a Series

THE performance of a correctly working tele-

vision set is determined by (i) the strength

and quality of the signal applied to it from
the aerial system, (ii) the strength of the voltage

applied to it from the mains or power supply and
(iii) the accuracy of the setting of its preset and
main controR
The performance, of course, is also determined

by the electrical condition of the various pans
making up the receiver and by the tuning and
adjustments of the various circuits. However, there

are many thousands of cases of poor reception

which are caused not by a fault in the set itself but
by the three external factors given above. First of

ail let us investigate these in turn.

For any television set to work properly it needs
sound and vision signals of specific voltage to over-

come noise signal voltages which are generated by
the set itself. All sets generate noise voltages. On
vision these show up on the picture as " snow "* or
grain while on sound they are heard as a " hiss

"

from the loudspeaker.

NOISE SIGNALS

It has been discovered that for the noise signals

to have insignificant effect on the reception they

must be exceeded in strength about 100 times by
the sound signal and 200 times by the vision

signal as applied to the set from the aerial. The
generated noise signals can be considered as

existing at the aerial socket of the set.

Thus, if the aerial is removed from the set,

noise signals only are present and by turning up
rhe brightness, contrast and volume controls, they
are revealed as a grain or snow effect on the screen
and by a "hiss" from the loudspeaker, as already
mentioned. There would be no picture or sound
under this condition, of course.

Now, if a very strong aerial signal is applied to

the set, as obtained by viewers living near a trans-

mitter, the noise signal will be very small in com-
parison. Indeed, the aerial signal would be more
than 200 times as strong as the noise signal. This
wouid mean that the noise signal would be neither

heard nor seen and the sound and picture would
be as pure as transmitted.

Unfortunately, in many areas the vision signal is

not always 200 times stronger than the noise

signal, nor the sound signal 100 times stronger
than the noise signal. When the vision

•ignal is only about lo times stronger than the
noise signal grain on the picture is verv disturbing.

K"
:
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When the aerial signal falls below 10 times the

picture is virtually impossible to view for any

length of time. On sound, however, the * hiss " due
to the noise signal may not be so disturbing. The
picture is the most critical so far as noise is

concerned.
At ratios of signal-to-noise between, say, 10-to-l

and 200-to-l intermediate amounts of grain appear

on the picture. A picture resulting from a signal/

noise ratio of about 100-to-l is very viewable and

the grain background is not at all disturbing, but

the grain increases to an intolerable amount as the

signal /noise ratio drops to about 10-to-l, as men-
tioned already.

LOW-NOISE DEVICES

At this juncture we should define this "noise

signal" a little more. This signal is generated by
the normal actions of amplification and frequency

conversion within the tuner. As yet, it is impossible

to amplify and frequency convert without making
noise.

There are very expensive ways of minimising the

strength of the noise signal in low-level amplifiers

and converters. These are employ- i in satellite

communications systems and take the form of

MASER devices. The term stands for "Microwave
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radia-

tion " and the term for the corresponding oscillator

is MOSER.
A device which is slightly less noisy than valves

and transistors but considerably more noisy than

a MASER is a "Parametric Amplifier". All these

devices, however, are far out of the scope of the

commercial TV set and are referred to academically

only in this article.

We thus have significant noise signals to contend

with. The signal /noise ratio of a TV installation is

kept as high as possible by designers creating

tuners of the lowest noise factor and by aerial erec-

tors or viewers ensuring that the set is fed with the

strongest possible sound and vision signals on all

the channels viewed.
It must be understood that the noise signals we

are at present considering are not the same as those

signals which are picked up by the aerial from
some source of external interference, such as car

ignition systems, electric switches and household
electrical appliances. These we will call " inter-

ference signals " to distinguish them from the noise

signals actually generated by the set itself.

Noise signals are produced by the random move-
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mem of electrons in components and conductors
and by thermal effects as electrons are accelerated

from the cathode to the anode in a valve.

The noise signal generated by a tuner, for

instance, has a value which increases as the tuned
frequency is increased. In the case of a v.h.f. tuner
(i.e. a tuner covering channels 1 to 5 in Band I and
6 to 13 in Band III) the effective strength of the

noise signal on channel 1 may be in the order of

3uV O.hV being equal to one-millionth of a volt)

and 5wV on channel 13
To procure the desirable 200-to-l signal /noise

ratio respectively on these two channels, therefore,

the aerials would have to supply the set with
signals of 600,uV and 1,00(VV. However, as has
been discussed, signals of 300«V and 500«V res-

pectively (100-to-l signal/noise ratio) would still

allow the set to give a good noise-free performance.

NOISE AT U.H.F.

On the 625-line u.h.f. channels noise signals are

more of a problem. The effective noise signal

strength at the low end of Band IV may be about
8uV, rising to 12,«.V at the top end of Band V.

Thus, our 200-to-l signal/noise ratio would be
attained by aerial signals of 1,600,«V and 2,400mV
respectively, while the 100-to-l ratio would be
attained by signals of 800juV and l,200,uV.

Clearly, then, to secure a picture on the u.h.f.

bands of equivalent noise content as the picture on
the v.h.f. bands, the u.h.f. aerial signal needs to be
considerably higher, depending upon the actual

channels compared. This is, indeed, a major prob-

lem so far as reception in the u.hi. bands is

concerned, for u.h.f. signals are much more
affected in their propagation from the station to the

set than are v.h.f. signals, and they are much more
easily weakened.
How are set designers overcoming this problem?

Well, there is not a lot that the set designers can
do about the propagation aspects, but what they

can do (and, indeed, are doing) is to design u.h.f.

tuners with lower noise figures.

HOW TRANSISTORS HELP

Recently, they have been helped considerably by
the advent of the u.h.f. transistor. A transistor can
give almost as much amplification of the u.h.f.

signals as a valve, but since it does not rely on
thermal effects for its operation, it can amplify
without generating as much noise as a valve.

U.H.F. tuners employing transistors can work at

the same signal /noise ratio as valve tuners with an
aerial signal of about two-thirds the strength of that

required by valve tuners. This is of great help as

will be appreciated.

Many dual-standard receivers are now adopting
transistor u.h.f. tuners. Transistors also have noise
advantage over valves at the frequencies correspon-
ding to the v.h.f. bands, but transistor tuners are

not quite as important here as at u.hi. because the

strength of the signals obtainable on the v.h.f.

channels from the aerials is generally greater than
that of the u.h.f. signals. Nevertheless, there is also

likely to be a trend towards transistor v.h.f. tuners

and, indeed, fully transistorised TV sets in the

future.

Having now seen what the designer is doing to

Fig. I—Were is shown how a Band HI aerial mounted in the

attic can be diplexed into the common downlead. Great

improvement in reception is possible if the BBC aerial

alone has previously been for ITV as welt as BBC.

improve reception, what can the dealer or viewer
himself do to help in this respect? Here the major
problem is ensuring that the set receives as much
aerial signal as possible, especially in poor reception

areas where it is normally a bit of a job to secure

even a 100-to-l signal/noise ratio.

So far as reception on Band I and III is con-
cerned, there are very few areas where the signal

is so weak that it cannot in some way be processed

to secure the minimum signal/noise ratio.

Unfortunately mere is a trend to " make do

"

with any old aerial in areas of moderate and good
signal strength. This is all very well provided the
" make do " affair gives the set signals of sufficient

strength to procure at least a 100-to-l signal/noise

ratio.

This is not always the case, and the author has

investigated reception problems where the signal

strength is adequate to give a signal /noise ratio

even above 200-to-l and yet the set has been found

to be exhibiting a signal/ noise ratio performance

about 50-to-l or even less!

IMPROVING ITV RECEPTION

In many cases, the poor reception is on
Band III. And, funnily, this is because the signal

strength on the Band III channel is so high that

reception has been found possible on the Band I

aerial. By the use of the very simplest loft Band III

aerial diplexed to the downlead a substantial

improvement in reception has been achieved with

the minimum of cost. Well worth paying for. Fig. 1

shows a Band III aerial diplexed to the Band I

aerial downlead.
In areas where the signal is below moderate,

separate or composite Band I/III aerials are

essential. Reception of the Band I programme is

generally good, unless one happens to be unfortu-
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nately located where this signal is greatly attenua-
ted or cut off completely by a hill, in which case a
hill-mounted aerial or operation from a relay
system is about the only solution. There are few
areas now where Band III reception at 100-to-l
signal /noise ratio cannot be achieved, unless, again,
of course, the signal is cut off by a local hill.

If Band III reception is poor for no apparent
reason the aerial should first come under close
scrutiny. If reception has always been poor one
should try turning the aerial to pull as much signal
as possible out of the ether! Band III aerials are
far more directional than their BBC counterparts,
so can lose signal considerably by being off direc-
tion. After a gale it is not uncommon for an aerial

to have swung as much as 40 or 50
s

off direction.

-V.'
J.'; Station

Interference
source

Receiving aerial

Fig. 2—By reorientating the aerial from the direction of
the full-line arrow to that of the broken-line arrow the
angle from the interference source is increased from
A to A+B, while the off-beam angle relative to the

station is fi.

Next a check should be made of the downlead
and its connections at the aerial and at the set or
diplexer. Coaxial downlead which has been in
external service for some years can pick up water
in its dielectric, resulting in a great rise in its sig-
nal attenuation factor.

It pays to replace any dubious cable, especially if

one has reason to believe that it may be in some
way responsible for the poor ITV reception. In
areas of poor ITV reception good quality, low-loss
cable should be employed on the main downlead
and also for the lead connecting the ITV aerial to
the diplexer.

Maximum
pick-up

I

Interference

fig. 3—The response

of an aerial. When
"on beam", the pick-
up is proportional to

the length of line I.

Thus, by reorientating

so that the wanted
signal causes a pick-up

proportional to line 2
the interference is

pushed down propor-
tional to line 3, much
shorter than line 2
(a rotia equal to the

length of tine 2 to

the length of line 3). This is a higher ratio than with the
aerial "on beam" which would give a ratio of wanted
iignal to interference proportional to the length of line I

to the length of line 2.

DON'T FORGET THE DIPLEXER

An outside diplexer can also fill with water when
it rains. Although this may eventually drain away
it does not do the works any good, and signal

attenuation is greatly increased by leakages brought
about by the water. If in doubt, replace the
diplexer. They are not costly, and it pays to get a

good one.
If reception is still poor after all these things

have been examined or attended to, one must con-
sider the possibility of replacing the aerial itself

for one of higher gain (i.e., more elements). Un-
fortunately, the best aerial is not always fitted for
reasons of economy and competition relative to the

dealer or the rental company.
But remember even if one is renting a set, there

is no reason why a better aerial system cannot be
ins nulled by the viewers provided the set itself is

not tampered with and assuming that the aerial

system is the property of the viewer. It is interest-

ing to note that the majority of " poor reception
"

complaints investigated by the Post Office result

from bad or indifferent aerial installations.

One does not like to see the skyline cluttered

with chimney-mounted aerials, but in secondary
service areas and in screened pockets such aerials

are essential for good reception, particularly on the

higher frequency channels.
By-laws prohibiting the use of outside aerials

axe in force in some council residential areas. Such
a law often makes it impossible for affected viewers

to obtain pictures based on a signal/noise ratio of

100-to-l.

COMMUNAL AERIAL

Some councils, however, understand the

technical problems involved and cater for restric-

ted tenants in terms of a communal aerial system.

Provided the " master aerial " of such a system is

sited high and clear of interference, the associated

aerial amplifiers of low-noise specifications and the

installation generally well designed, then each

viewer is assured of signals equal in strength and
quality to those which would be obtained from an
elaborate and expensive individual aerial.

Poorly designed communal aerial systems, on the

other hand, can cause a great deal of trouble for the

viewer and can be responsible for very grainy or

poor quality pictures, even though the strength of

the signals piped to each subscriber is at least that

which would normally give high signal /noise ratios

from an ordinary aerial.

The reason for the poor, grainy pictures results

from the use of aerial amplifiers which are not
specifically low-noise and which may be overdriven

to supply a large number of viewers. Viewers as a

whole experiencing such reception from a

communal system should complain strongly to the

council or controller of the system.

It is pointless for designers to create sets with
highlv efficient low-noise tuners if noise in the

amplifiers feeding signals to such sets is going to

detract completely from the effort! Many
communal systems, however, are highly efficient

and noise-free and without them reception in the

area would be extremely poor.
Much of what has already been said applies also
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Bee
aerial hH^

Dipfexer

! Common
oowniead

BBC/lTV
amplifier

To set's
aerial
soeKet

Fig. 4—A BBC/lTV amplifier connected in the downlead.

to Band I reception. In most areas the BBC
programme is carried on a Band I channel and the

signal is less subject to attenuation both in the

ether and in the downlead. Nevertheless electrical

and co-channel interference effects are more
troublesome on the lower number channels than
on the higher number ones of Band III. This then
brings us to interference as distinct from noise.

SIGNAL1NTERFERENCE RATIO

Forgetting now the signal /noise ratio in lis

installation itself we find that we have another

ratio—this time the signal /interference ratio. This
is the strength of the wanted signal to the

unwanted interfering signal. The same magnitude
of ratios as for noise apply. That is, the inter-

ference is non-existent on the screen when the

wanted signal is 200 times stronger than the inter-

fering signal and barely visible when the ratio is

100-to-l.

The exercise this time is either to increase the

strength of the wanted signal without increasing

the strength of the interfering signal or to reduce

the strength of the interfering signal without

reducing the strength of the wanted signal unduly.

In practice it is often possible to obtain an

improved signal/interference ratio by reorientating

the aerial in such a way that the strength of the

Y
Downlead
from BBC
and ITV
aerials

ITV or BBC
amplifier

BBC or ITV
filter

Fig. 5—A BBC-only or

ITV-only amplifier

may incorporate a

filter to bypass the un-

amplified channel, as

shown.

wanted signal falls only a little while the strength

of the interfering signai falls considerably more.
How this can be done is shown in Fig. 2. Here

we see the receiving aerial in full line pointing

direct to the station. While this gives the strongest

signal in the aerial the aerial is only a few degrees
off beam relative to a source of interference. A
strong interfering signal is also given in the aerial.

Now if we turn the aerial away from the inter-

ference as shown by the direction of the broken
line we find that we have virtually doubled he
angle from the interference and yet put the aerial

off beam from the required signal by a smaller

angle
Thus we secure an increase in signal /interference

ratio. Why this happens is shown in Fig. 3. The
squashed heart-shaped pattern- is called the " polar

diagram " of the aerial and reveals the aerial's

directivity.

The relative pick-up efficiency or response of

the aerial is given by this pattern. For instance,

the response of the aerial when it is pointing to

the signal is given by the length of line 1. Now
when the aerial is moved round a little so that the

wanted signal is off beam the response is relative

to line 2 (this is a little shorter than line 1).

However, at this setting the response to the
interference is relative to line 3, which is substan-
tially shorter than line 2, The signal /interference

ratio given by the aerial is then line 2 /line 3. This
is far better than if the aerial were pointing to the

wanted signal, since we should then have an aerial

signal /interference ratio of line 1/Iine 2.

It will be appreciated, of course, that the degree

of interference discrimination provided by the

aerial is governed by the polar diagram. The
directivity or " beam width " of an aerial is

controlled by the number of elements in its

make-up and by its design. Generally speaking

the directivity is increased with increase in number
of elements.

NUMBER OF ELEMENTS

Thus for optimum interference discrimination

an aerial with a large number of elements would be
required. For this reason a Band III aerial is more
directional than a Band I aerial and most u.h.f.

aerials are even more directional than a Band III

aerial. The greater the directivity of an aerial the

more critical becomes the orientation adjustment
to secure the best possible signal /interference ratio.

It will be seen that the signal / interference ratio

is somewhat related to the signal/noise ratio and
vice versa. For example, if we reorientate an aerial

to improve the signal /interference ratio we may
probably worsen the signal /noise ratio. It then

becomes a matter of compromise between ordinary

interference effects and noise.

Some viewers are under the impression that an
aerial amplifier can improve the signal /interference

ratio. This is not true because an amplifier boosts

both the wanted signal and the unwanted inter-

ference by the same amount. The ratio between
the two is not altered, of course.

What is really meant is that the signal/noise

ratio can be improved by the use of an aerial

amplifier. But this happens only when the

amplifier has a noise figure better than that of the
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Downlead from
BBC and I tv
aerial

ITV or
BBC

\

BBC or ITV
amp(rfier

Diplexer

{To M
| socket

fig . 6—Two diplexers can be used to allow the amplifica-
tion of one channel relative to the other. With separate
downleads, of course, diplexing would not be required

two times.

set's tuner. The recent development of transistor
amplifiers has made this possibie, sometimes with
dramatic results. A picture full of noise (grain)
without an amplifier has been seen to pull almost
completely out of the noise by a well-designed
amplifier.

Some amplifiers of this kind are designed to

work on both Band I and III channels. These
are handy in thar they can be connected simply
between the downlead carrying both signal*; and
the set's aerial socket as shown in Fig. 4.

Even if one signal is strong enough without a

boost the extra boost given by the amplifier does
not matter much since the set's a.g.c. can usually
take care of the stronger signal.

If is possible also to obtain amplifiers m which
i< a BBC or ITV filter. Thir, type of amplifier can
also be connected in series with a common down-
lead so that only the weak channel is boosted, noi
the other. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 5

An alternative arrangement is to use two diplexers
and connect the appropriate amplifier between the
corresponding outputs while linking the other
outputs as shown in Fig 6.

The methods employing a filter or diplexer can
cause instability troubles, however, if the filtering

is not too good between the output and the input
of the amplifier. The Band I /III arrangement ts

not troubled in this way.
It should be mentioned that bv locating an

amplifier at the aerial end of a downlead any
ference pick-up in the downlead is not amplified
as it is with the amplifier located at the set end
of the lead.

In practice the downlead picks up insignificant
amounts of interference when it is correct! v
matched, but the aerial mounting of a u.h.f.

amplifier can improve the signal /noise ratio

PART 2 NEXT MONTH
-

Pulse Voltage Tripler
EHT WITHOUT AN OVERWIND

EHT
to' CRT.

By D. HINDS, B.Sc.

THIS method of obtaining e.h.t. was tried by
the writer when the overwind of a 2Iin. K-B
burnt out, the only alternative being to replace

the transformer. This proved impossible to
obtain and in any case would have been expensive.
The three heater windings were placed in the

space previously occupied by the overwind and the
rest of the circuit built on a sheet of perspex
mounted over the transformer. The capacitors
were Radiospares 8kV pulse ceramics and the
charging resistors made by cutting a Metrosil e.h.t.

regulator (as used in Ekco T221, etc.). Each
resistor was about 3 in. long, the connections beins
made by wrapping copper wire round tightly and
soldering.

In the particular set used there was plenty oi

power available to run the three heaters but if

required the heater power can be supplied bv
simple mains isolation transformer placed in series

with the valve heaters. This method of running
the e.h.t. rectifier heater has been used for some-
time by the writer in sets converted for running
on both 405 and 625 lines and for obtaimn.:
- 1

instant TV ".

The transformer is surprisingly easy to make
owing to the small number of turns required. The
tripier circuit is slightly inferior to the half-wave
circuit in regulation, which is determined by the
charging resistors, being better the smaller their

value is. The circuit may be found useful for

increasing e.h.t. as. for example, when us ins a

larger tube to modernise an old set with a go*v1
chassis.



RADIO
AND TV
SERVICING
AS A
PROFESSION
by John D. Benson

FOR more than 35 years, the author has been
engaged in the business of radio and television

servicing in all its aspects. During that period

of almost four decades, many applications by
parents have been dealt with concerning the

employment of their sons as apprentices. Many
applications have been turned down, much to the

astonishment of the parents, for it is not generally

realised or understood how wide and exacting the

scope of training is to become a qualified technician.

In the past, youths were employed in the radio

and television trade, in many cases as little better

than messenger and odd-job boys. Their training,

such as it was, being haphazard and very much a

matter of hit and miss methods. These conditions

led to a very poor view, by the public, of the

chances of a youth becoming a trained technician

who could expect a reasonable rate of pay.

Without proper training facilities, trainees

became, more or less, handymen and " tinkerers
"

and in general were responsible for the very poor
opinion which the public held of service engineers.

It is largely due to the good work put in by
Trade organisations that the future of the appren-

tice service engineer has been assured and no longer

left to hit and miss methods.
The law now demands that trainee apprentices

must be released to attend day school at a Techni-
cal College, followed by evening tuition. The
training provides for general education and
technical instruction up to degree standard, if

required.

Wide Range of Subjects

When interviewing parents, who have applied for

an apprenticeship for their son, surprise has often

been expressed when the wide range of subjects

covered by servicing has been explained to them.

In the early days of radio, before the advent of

television, the battery receiver both home construc-

ted and manufactured, was still popular with the

mains operated receiver gaining ground fast. In

those days, service work was of necessity, limited

in range and likewise the choice of test instruments.

With the advent of television in the middle thirties,

the tempo of service work quickened, rule of thumb
methods were of little use when dealing with the

complexities of television circuitry.

During the years of World War II, although the

television service was suspended and the commer-
cial development of radio curtailed, vast strides

were being made, technically, until shortly after the

war, yet another revolutionary device was intro-

duced to add to the burden of the service engineer,

the transistor.

The transistor was not only a new device, but
required a completely new way of thought when
dealing with its circuitry. The would-be apprentice

to television and radio servicing is now faced with
a complete array of electronic appliances which call

for a high degree of know-how when servicing is

necessary.

B. of T. Regulations

The trainee is now assured of correct training

during his apprenticeship and the employer is

bound by Board of Trade regulations to provide

suitable workshops and facilities, but what are the

qualities required by the trainee to make a success-

ful service engineer?

The Radio and Television trade covers a wide
field of appliances which consist of mechanical,

electrical and electronic devices, not forgetting

woodwork as represented by cabinets etc. It is

therefore necessary for the trainee to be dexterous

with his hands—this can be checked from his

school report or is often demonstrated by models
he has made.
A keen interest in reading and an ability to write

legibly (this is probably the toughest nut to crack).

It will also be necessary to ascertain that the

applicant has a fair knowledge of basic mathe-
matics.

Servicing work and training calls for a great deal

of patience, tolerance and good humour, all difficult

qualities to excel in, but very necessary for the

successful engineer. The service engineer is often

called on to deal direct w-ith the public, he may be
an excellent technician, but if bad tempered or

intolerant, can cause endless trouble,

Remuneration

We have briefly considered the qualities which
an applicant for an apprenticeship should have, and
which will be looked for by an employer, but we
have not mentioned the rate of remuneration which
will be received during the six-year period of train-

ing. The six-year period applies to trainees who
start at the age of 15. Apprenticeships cannot begin

until 16, the first year therefore serves as a pro-

bationary period, during which both trainee and
employer can ascertain the suitability of the overall

conditions.
During the probationary period, the rate of pay is,

of necessity, low and varies cosiderably, but

generally lies in the region of £2. The rate of pay
is low because during the first twelve months the

trainee's activities are largely non-productive.

At 16 the trainee can be legally signed up as an
apprentice and entered at the local Technical

College for day school and evening classes. The

—continued on page 162



THE DIPOLE
The onlooker at a rehearsal of

the film clips and commentaries
for the BBC and ITV television

news programmes usually beholds
what appears to be chaos, which,
a few minutes later is presented
to the public in a smooth profes-

sional manner with a Fleet Street

flavour. The same applies to

dramatic and musical productions
of the theatre, where the indi-

vidual influences of a multitude
of artistic and technical talents

and the restraints of the pro-
ducers (who hold the purse
strings) are in constant conflict

right up to the " first night ".

This chaos has been noted by
the newspaper representatives

who attended the rehearsals of the

Royal Variety Performance at the

London Palladium, where stage

producer Robert Nesbitt and a

team of television and backstage
technicians shaped a magnificent
performance in a professional

manner. The fact that it was a

Royal Occasion necessarily intro-

duced a. slightly more formal

ingredient lor the expensively
attired audience who paid large

amounts for their seats, for the

benefit of the Variety Artistes

Benevolent Fund and their Brins-

worth Home (to the extent of

about £15,000) and by the ITV
network (about £25,000), with
such little time for rehearsals, a

great deal was accomplished.
And if the timing went astray

in the public performance by pro-
longed applause or for other

reasons, it could always be adjus-

ted by a number of judicious cuts

by the videotape editor. Even
until the tape is finally edited for

television, the battle goes on. Bui

the artistic battle is not pursued
with the horse-drawn armaments
of Wellington. Tree or Irving,

but with the modern mechanised
and electronic facilities of Mont-
gomery. Marconi, Bernard Del-
font and Strand Electric. The
programme was rather like the

curate's egg, good and bad in

parts. Pity the untalented and
mediocre acrs couldn't have been
cut out with Wellington's sword
across the videotape.

Dates to Remember

The Royal Performance was on
Movember 9th and its transmis-

sion was on November 14. Weeks
have passed since these important
dates in the television calendar
and I was unable to collect them
in time for the December instal-

ment of my monthly comments.
But in the same month another

historic event took place which
may well influence the trends in

television programme making.
Inauspiciously and almost with

an atmosphere of secrecy, nn
November 1st, an elaborate

coloured musical production for

the cinema was shot, with tele-

vision aids to multiple motion
picture film cameras at Pinewood
Studios. The subject was Stop he
World, I want to get off, 3

theatrical musical starring Milli-

cent Martin and Tony Tanner,
presented by Warner Brothers
and produced by Bill Sargent.

Please to remember the First of

November, that was the D-day of

a new phase in the film produc-
tion industry.

D-Day

as such are virtually much the

same as they were twenty or
thirty years ago. They had just

serried down making talking pic-

tures with sound on film, blimped
cameras and ancillary facilities tp

improve the general quality,

sound as well as picture—inclu-
ding coloured picture. The ouiput
per day of cut and edited film

became less and less in quantity

as the directors and technicians

became more and more particular

in quality.

The annual report of the

National Film Finance Corpora-
tion stated that the daily output
average was 2 minutes 28 seconds

per day per stage compared with

30 minutes per day per stage in

television studios, using video*

tape on 405 lines or on the hazar-

dous telerecording method fur

world release to television

stations using Olher line stan-

dards.
The time has now come when

the partial application of televi-

sion techniques will have to be
utilised to make film production

a viable proposition, not only for

the cinemas with black-and-

white and colour photography,

but also for black-and-white

and colour films specifically for

television. So at Pinewood. tele-

vision lighting control, television

flooring on the stage 'to avoid

camera tracks) electronic view-

finders, vision mixing of motion
picture cameras, TV monitors and
what-have-vou were rushed in.

Tempos Fugit

Imagine the problem of con-
verting a film studio into what is

virtually a colour television studio
within four weeks! Film studios

Time flies, especially when you

are working against time. There
were only three weeks in which
to obtain all the special equip-

ment and instal it. The Mitchell
" System 35 " was sent from
Hollywood by air freight, and this

included three Mitchell film

cameras (each with monitors 1

which was controlled from a

vision-mixer type of console in a

room adjacent to the studio stage.

As each individual camera was
run up to film speed, (as and

when required), the " line " moni-
tor and tally lieht indicated the

camera in use. much the same as

is done with a TV camera.
All this part was in the basic

Mitchell camera equipment.
which was being checked and
tested, and did not arrive in Lon-
don until a few days before

shooting commenced. In the

meantime about twenty other
monitors of different sizes, with
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or without sound, were hired in

London, in readiness.

TV Floor

This, however, was only pari of
the equipment necessary. There
was the preparation of a smooth
floor on top of the existing
traditionally nobbly film studio
wooden floor which was sanded
and covered with three-ply sheets.

These were carefully laid down
and screwed down to the old
floor. This resulted in a sur-
prisingly smoo:

1

- floor .-surface. \

TV Lighting

The lighting director called tor
a high intensity of light Cwhite
plus coloured by filters on the
lamps), to be controlled on a

remote control board on '.vhich

could be switched 58 contactors
at the touch of a stop on the
Strand Type CD " organ " con-
sole, which had 14 " memories

"'

The lighting pattern, white or
coloured, could therefore be pre-
set with 16 different arrange-
ments, each reproduced effort-

lessly and accurately.

The lighting arrangements
were far more elaborate than nor-
mal television lighting, because it

was for colour photography with
a complicated lighting plot. About
5,000 amps at 240 volts d.c. was
about the maximum load carried,

which was recorded on a graph.
As there was insufficient time to

prepare remote control dimming
(a surprise new development

—

but only used for lamps with
colour filters), manually operated
variable resistances, had to be
introduced. Remote dimmers for
normal television were too small
for this purpose.
These are but a few of the

innovations which had to be set

up and working in less than four
weeks. This was long before the
basic Mitchell equipment arrived
in London, within a week of
starting the production on Pine-
wood's D Stage No. 7. D-Day for
Pinewood! It was a tremendous
step forward, promoted for the
first time in the world by Warner
Brothers, the American organisa-
tion which made the first really

progressive step in talking
pictures nearly thirty years ago,
when A! Jolson's Jazz Singer and
The Singing Fool achieved such
a tremendous success.

These vintage films were made
with synchronised discs running
at 33| revolutions, with turn-
tables coupled to the projector?,.

Tempus fugit revs on and Warner
Brothers have done it again, by
starting another revolution in film

making techniques.
The privilege of watching the

feverish haste of the technicians.

responsible for integrating such
colossal changes in techniques
calls for a sedative to tranquil! se

the Kaleidoscope of colour film
and colour television. So let us
consider the artistic techniques of
the light entertainers who through
years have soothed the eyes and
ears of spectators with their

relaxed performances.
Val Doonican. with good iooks

and good voice, gives a soothing
performance, however " corny

"

his songs may be. So does Andy
Williams, the American, whose
teJerecorded 16mm films are seen
and enjoyed in Britain despite
poor quality picture but because
of excellent sound quality. Then
there is Matt Monro, Dean
Martin, Frank Sinatra, Perry
Como and — of course — Bing
Crosby, who stays the course over
many years.

These performers dominate —
even seem to sit back and rest

—

upon the background of first-class

orchestrations and enthusiastic
applause. These are all instances
where the artiste dominates the
TV or film scene and the musical
director keeps his musicians
under control. Elaborate and
busy backgrounds are used on

many LP records jsa " backing
"

for pop groups and other
g:rnmicky presentations. This is

especially useful if the vocalists

have no real training and talent.

Good confident performers
don't need elaborate orchestral
backings, just as good actors don't
need busy and elaborate setting-

in television plays. Background-,
should be backgrounds, not ob-
trusive interferences up
the pictorial balance and " jam-
ming " the lyrics. Techniques
should always remain the ser-

vants, not the masters in r.ny

medium of entertainment, and
this especially applies to tele-

vision.

Idle Talk

There are things you should
not believe, even with a large

pinch of salt. It is not true that

the Theatre Management of the

Royal Court Theatre, Mr.
Kenneth Tynan, the egg-head
critic; Mr. Ned Sherrin, specialist

in clean humour, are all taking
over future BBC programme
policy from Sir Hugh Greene. It

is just not true that the BBC are

going to fight back Granada's
Coronation Street, with a serial

based on Bond's unsavoury play
Saved, which is notable for its

stoning-the-baby-in-a-pram scene.

Neither is it true that increased

BBC-TV licences will have green
shield stamps attached. Nor that

BBC-2 U.H.F. aerials will be
raised to the height of 2,500 feet.

There's no truth in idle talk I
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By H. W. Hellyer

A.G.C. AND INTERFERENCE LIMITERS

FAULTS in the a.g.c. circuits of a television

receiver can be baffling to diagnose and

tedious to trace. Often, the very act of making

tests causes drastic changes of symptoms, perhaps

masking the source of the trouble. Some knowledge

of the particular circuit under test is necessary;

there have been numerous variations on the theme

of automatically controlling gain. We must begin

this part of the series with a brief discussion of the

principles of automatic gain control.

Changes in signal strength cause variations in the

overall contrast level of a receiver and a picture

whose black and white balance is wrong may be at

one moment pale grey monotone and at the next

soot and whitewash glare, unless some precaution

is taken to guard against the variations. The
changes can be caused by an obvious reflection of

secondary signals, such as with aircraft flutter, less

obvious fading due to refracted signals from upper

atmosphere layers in fringe areas, especially notice-

able with the longer wavelengths of Band I signals,

or the changes in signal level when switching from
one channel to another. Fading that is not too fre-

quent or severe can be controlled manually with a

sensitivity or contrast control, but some automatic

means will be desirable for more frequent or inter-

mittent changes in the level of the incoming signal.

With a radio receiver, the problem is easier to

solve because the amplitude of the carrier has a

constant average value. A sample of the rectified

signal is fed back as a negative bias to early stages

so that an increase in signal strength causes an
increase in bias and decrease cf

gain. But the television carrier

depends for its amplitude on the

brightness content of the picture

and the average level of the in-

coming signal is not then constant
when brightness levels change.

Some pictures may be peak white

while others (too many it some-
times seems in certain pro-

grammes!) are nearly down to

black-level. It is therefore not
possible to sample the d.c. con-
tent at the video detector and feed

this back as a control voltage to

the earlier stages.

The most convenient part of

the television signal waveform
that will be constant in amplitude

for a given signal level, regardless of picture content

is the " black-level ". There are difficulties about

using this as a reference, however, as the only con-

venient parts of the signal at which the black level

occurs are at the " front and back porches ", twice

per line. This is just prior to the line sync pulse at

the end of a line, and just after the sync pulse at

the beginning of a line.

A.G.C. Systems

' The first and most widely used a.g.c. system, is

necessarily something of a compromise. Assuming
that the picture modulation does not vary from its

average value except for short periods, a sample of

this average or mean signa! level is used as a control

source. This can be done by taking off a control

voltage from the grid of the sync separator valve.

Sync pulse amplitude is proportional to signal

strength. The grid and cathode of the sync

separator act as a diode, with the grid leak as diode

load. The time constant of this grid circuit is fairly

high. Positive-going pulses drive the valve into grid

current and the charge capacitor holds the grid

negative at a value greater than anode cut-off. The
larger the sync pulses, the more the grid current,

and thus the greater the negative voltage at the

grid. The long time constant of the circuit tends to

smooth out the bias, rendering transient changes in

signal level ineffective.

The drawback is obvious: bright pictures that

last more than a few seconds tend to reduce the a.g.c.

•5 uSec >5-2>jSec- >>iSec

Fig. 14: One line of television waveform, showing relative time values of

sync pulses and porches.
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Fig. 15: Simplified circuit of mean-level a.g.c. system.

and dark pictures to increase it because of the
mean-level process. The d.c. component of the
picture is also removed—leading to some interesting
circuits that attempt to restore it.

Control of the amount of feedback voltage is

made by a compensating positive voltage being fed
to the a.g.c. line. This is conveniently done by
arranging the contrast control as part of a potentio-
meter network across the h.t. line, taking off the
required positive voltage at its slider. Fig. 15 shows
the rudiments of the system. The interesting points
to note are the time constants of the circuit and the
relative voltage levels. R5. R6 and R7 will all be
resistors of more than IMfi and the screen resistor

of the pentode, R3, will also be a high value. The
anode resistor R2, however, will be much lower in
value, and in practice may be part of a network,
used to tap off the field and line sync pulses. The
capacitors in this circuit would typically be 0-1mF.
The next important point is

that the relative voltages depend
on the incoming sync pulses.
Overloading would occur if the
sync pulses were absent and . nly
the positive voltage from the
contrast control remained v i

the a.g.c. line. A clamping diode
Dl. sometimes a small germa-
nium diode as shown, or part ( f

a valve, is fitted in a scn<=e that
causes it to conduct if the a.g.c.

line becomes positive, effectively

shunting the line to chassis.
The most obvious *vmptom

of a.g.c. failure is thus .n
ineffective control of contrast.
High value resistors of the car-
bon compound type have a

habit of going even higher with
ase. and this is one possible
cause of failure. The easiest way
of determining the point nf
failure is to make voltage tests.

Although we have tried, in this

series, to keep the required
amount of test instruments to

the minimum, it should be

KmsN here the s.g.c. tests will require a meter of
at_ least 20.000n/V sensitivity. Anything less

efficient than this will tend to affect "the circuit
impedance, end apart from interpretation of read-
ings bemg practically impossible, the meter will
mask the fault.

Simple Testing

This is not to say that no t Citing can be done
without expensive instruments. An intelligent assess-
ment of the symptoms and a few disturbance tests

can help us. First, if the signal is weak and the
contrast control has little or no effect, this could be
due to an inadequate positive voltage to back off the
a.g.c. The result is over-biasing of the controlled
stages. Tests for h.t, at the contrast control can be
made with a neon tester, as previously described,
and a meter of low sensitivity will still be useful
here to indicate change in voltage at the slider as
the contrast control is turned.

If there is no control of contrast and a temporary
short-circuit of the a.g.c. line to chassis increases
the gain, the contrast control network should be
suspected. This can be a considerably more compli-
cated circuit than that shown in Fig. 15, and again
some care must be taken when dealing with high
value filter resistors which may have changed in
value. An example might be when replacement of
Dl or C4 only partially cures the fault. R5 or R6
may have changed in value if the set was operated
under fault conditions for any length of time at
minimum contrast setting. Temporarily shunting
these resistors should not alter the gain drastically
if all is in order. If it does, look for a " high " resis-
tor at the point of test.

If the a.g.c. line is suspected, but some small
conrrol of contrast can still be made, it is possible
to check the effectiveness of bias by removing the

Changed
value

WvW-

Open
circuit

Fig, 16: Controlled stages of video channel, showing possible fault sources.
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a.g.c. source, disconnecting at

point X (Fig. 15). and inserting a

fixed bias voltage in place of the

a.g.c. An ordinary ohmeter on the
" Ohms " range is suitable, with
1*5 or 3V battery used as d.c.

source (not on the high ohms
ranges, which of::.i use a battery

of higher voltage). The potential

on the test leads is opposite to the

polarity markings, and the meter

can be connected each way round,

noting the effect on the picture.

With the negative potential

applied to the a.g.c. line, the 't

should decrea^t, and vice versa.

This test quickly determines

whether the trouble is in the con-

trolled stages or in the source

stages and contrast network. Fig. 17: Principles of one method of gated or keyed a.g.c.

Controlled Stages

A number of faults can occur in the controlled

stages to affect the a.g.c. Some possibilities are out-

lined in Fig. 16, which shows two vision i.f. stages,

in skeleton form, indicating the vulnerable points.

The meter shown connected across the line should

be either a valve-voltmeter or a meter of high sensi-

tivity, as previously explained. A quick test at the

appropriate feed points to the controlled circuits

while removing and re-applying the signal will give

an indication of the presence of negative bias.

Alteration of the contrast control should change this

bias, (less negative at maximum contrast), and
removal of the source should leave no residual

positive voltage on the a.g.c. line.

When measuring, use as high a voltage range as

is possible to'get full advantage of the meter's sen-

sitivity. For example, it is better to read three or

four volts at the extreme low end of the 100V
range than a mid- scale reading on the 10V range.

Referring again to Fig. 16, we note that a possible

G1-G2 valve short-circuit is stipulated. This

happened in many older receivers quite often. The
result is a positive voltage on the a.g.c. line which

can destroy the clamp diode, and has been known
in many instances to cause a progressive fault

ending in video overload and the burning out of

several components—not to mention ruination of

sections of printed circuit board! If a very strong

signal overloads the receiver and the clamp diode

fails to protect, look for this possibility.

Another fault that can have similar results is a

self-oscillating i.f. stage. Open-circuited decoupling

capacitors are the usual cause. If a strong negative

bias is noted, regardless of the contrast setting and

sometimes with the signal removed altogether, look

for this possibility. In its earlier stages, before the

clamp diode fails, or if a valve clamp is used, the

symptom can give a peculiar effect of a backward

acting contrast control".

An open-circuited screen-grid decoupler, or high

resistor may cause the valve to run into grid

Interference
llmiter
control

Interference limiter with bias determined by setting of potentiometer, (b) Self-biasing version

limiter. (c) 8/ack-sf>otter circuit.
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current, producing excessive bias as stronger signals
are applied. This can give the symptom of a good
picture on a fairly weak channel and a noisy signal
on strong channels if the delay to the forward stages
is thus reduced. This delay is simply the back-
biasing condition, and separate networks will some-
times be found for ii. and r.f. stages, feeding back
different bias voltages. These can be isolated to
prove the source of the trouble. Separate clamp
diodes will often be used on these individual lines.

|
A further diode that can cause a flattening of the

picture when it changes in characteristics is the
overload protection diode. This is shown as used in
405-625 line sets, but it should be remembered that
overload protection for the video amplifier was just
as necessary on older sets when the incoming signal
was absent but a carrier was still transmitted. In
many receivers, overload protection took the form
of a small diode which conducted the vision signal
away from the video amplifier until the a.g.c. came
into operation, or a bias derived from the sound
channel.

Keyed A.G.C.

Keyed a.g.c. systems use these protection circuits
in many forms. Although there are far too manv
different systems to occupy use here* the general
principle of keyed a.g.c. needs consideration, and an
outline of some faults and tests can be given.
The keyed system samples the black level of the

television waveform, and thus obtains a reference
voltage from a point always 30 per cent of maxi-
mum signal amplitude, even when picture informa-
tion is absent. Black level increases and decreases in
proportion with signal level. The usual procedure is

to employ one valve to give a reference voltage from
the black level portions—which we have seen are
of short duration—and another valve which charges
the a.g.c. reservoir capacitor from energy derived
from the line flyback pulse. Fig. 17 shows the rudi-
ments of one such system.
The video signal is applied to V2 grid, sync

pulses positive-going as shown (A) and to the same
point negative-going line sync pulses are applied
(B). To obtain correct operation, these pulses will
often be amplified before application. The relative
levels are such that the signal on the grid of V2 has
a peak voltage determined by black level (C). The
voltage across, CI will vary in phase with the black
level as the signal strength alters. VI has no h.t.
applied to its anode, but the relative grid-cathode
voltage is determined by the standing positive
voltage applied from the contrast control and the
voltage across CI. When a sharp positive pulse
from the line output transformer is received at the
anode (D), the valve conducts and charges C2
negatively. This negative charge is applied as a.g.c,
via the appropriate filters, to the controlled stages.
The factor of interest about this system is that it

is not rigidly tied to the "back-porch" period, as
earlier systems were. The first system in this
country was the now historic Pye Automatic Pic-
ture Control. A.P.C. (now used as an alternative
abbreviation for practically any system of video
a.g.c), used on the Pye V4 in 1953. It uses a
cathode follower with input signal fed to the grid
directly from the video amplifier. The output from

the cathode is applied to the tube and the sync
separator and also to the anode of a pulse sampling
diode. The cathode of this valve is coupled to the
cathode of a triode a.p.c. amplifier, to which point
is also applied a delayed pulse from the line output
transformer. A special transformer is used for the
coupling, and the pulse from the flyback is delayed
so that it occurs during the back porch period just
before picture modulation commences for each line.
The negative pulse at the anode of the a.p.c. ampli-
fier is passed to another diode cathode. This diode
is biased to cut-off, and the pulse therefore causes
it to conduct, charging the reservoir capacitor. The
resultant negative voltage is applied to the 1st i.f.

control grid. A control in the grid circuit of the
amplifier stage is used to set the contrast level. Pro-
tection for the video stage, during the warming-up
period of the boost diode, is provided by a diode
between line output valve cathode and video ampli-
fier grid, effectively holding the latter to chassis
potential until the line output stage conducts.
Most important factor in tracing faults in keyed

systems is a knowledge of the particular circuit. In
general, the most common fault is loss of the
sampling pulse, for a number of different reasons.
The sampling valve then remains cut off and any
alteration of contrast control has no effect. Although
a high resistance voltmeter can be used to trace the
gating or keying pulse (which is, of course, a pul-
sating d.c), this does not give information about
us synchronism, which is as important as its ampli-
tude. An oscilloscope is the' true answer for fault
tracing in such circuits—but description of these
scope tests defeats the object of this series of
articles, and can be found elsewhere.

Awkward Faults

One peculiar symptom that can happen with
some types of gated a,g.c, is an apparently normal
control of contrast yet a lack of automatic control,
so that a change in signal level, most obvious when
changing channels, still results in the user having
to adjust his contrast control setting. This is caused
by a breakdown somewhere between the video
amplifier and the tampling circuit, so that a.g.c is
solely derived from the line pulses

!

Another teaser was the earlier Ferguson circuit,
which used an EF80 as a.g.c. amplifier, but with 3
circuit arranged so that it passed very little current.
" No control of contrast " could be cured by substi-
tuting the valve, but the replacement subsequently
fails. The reason was a poisoning of the cathode,
the result of running a valve with very litde anode
current. The makers suggested reducing heater
power by shunting the heater with a 270ft resistor
as a solution. The poisoned valve can recover, if not
damaged too badly, by being used under normal
conditions as a sound or vision amplifier, and need
not be thrown away.

In keyed systems, as in mean-level systems,
failure of the filter components will upset the opera-
tion of the controlled stages. An a.g.c. decoupling
capacitor which open-circuits will result in a.gx.
pulses reaching the amplifier and a reduced gain
picture which tends to tear, especially at the top,
can be the result With a keyed system, in a set
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using flywheel sync, this may only be detected as a

shading at the top of the picture. Worse conditions

may give impaired line sync, despite the flywheel

action, and shading at the left-hand side of the

picture. Many a fruitless hour has been spent

chasing faults in flywheel sync circuits which were
really the result of faulty a.g.c. decoupling, rr

filtering. This is where the first-time test, the

handy 0*1 /aF and the 1M.Q resistor, shunted across

suspect components, can save much labour.

interference Limiters

Before plunging too deeply into a.g.c. circuits

when the contrast of the picture is lacking, investi-

gate the possibility of a fault in the interference

limiter circuits. The usual arrangement is a shunt

circuit from the anode of the video amplifier, as in

Fig. 18 (a), with its alternative version, (b), or an

inverter principle known as a " black-spotter ", as

in (c).

The simple type of circuit just consists of a

charge capacitor C in series with a diode, with a

shunt resistor, R. The charge on the capacitor

follows the changes in signal level and the diode

does not conduct. The relative voltages are deter-

mined by the bias network fed from the h.t. line

(again, watch the high value resistors). When a peak

of interference occurs, the diode momentarily con-

ducts as the capacitor can not follow the voltage

change rapidly enough, the video signal is tem-

porarily shunted and the white spot is reduced in

intensity.

A faulty diode, charge capacitor, or bias compo-
nent can result in drastic flattening of highlights. It

has even been known (but whisper it please!) for

an experienced engineer to replace a cathode ray

tube when the fault was simply a short-circuited

interference limiter diode.

The second circuit (b) is a self-biasing variation

of (a), with C charging up as the video amplifier

conducts, the level being determined by the resis-

tor settings.

The spot-inverter circuit of (c) acts in a different

way, compensating the whiter-than-white inter-

ference pulse at the cathode with a pulse at the end
of the tube, and is thus often known as a " black

spotter ". Negative-going signals f"-;m the video

amplifier are applied to the grid of VI, and from its

cathode, the negative-going signal is taken to the

tube cathode and to the inverter V2 cathode. V2
grid is held by the control and an interference pulse

causes it to conduct. The resultant pulse at the

anode is applied to the tube grid, neutralising the

interference pulse at its cathode. A fault in .his

kind of circuit can cause the picture to turn inside

out. Testing, as before, is quickly carried out by
valve substitution and disturbance tests of compo-
nents, noting the effect on the picture.

*See Part 6 " Stock Faults ", Page 33, October
1964, and "Video A.G.C. Systems", Page 159,

January 1965, and Page 228, February 1965, et

seq.

(To Be Continued)

RADIO AND TV SERVICING AS A PROFESSION

—continued from page tSS

rates of pay during the five-year period of training

have been laid down by various trade organisations,

but vary considerably from district to district.

Increases of pay are generally given as each birth-

day falls and vary, but a fair average would be £1
per week. The conditions are subject to review

under the New Industrial Training Act which
became law last year, but there is still much work to

be done before the benefits of this Act can be put

into action, nevertheless it is a step in the right

direction and will further strengthen the service

engineer apprentice's position in the future.

The apprentice who works hard and obtains his

City and Guilds certificate in Radio and Television

is in a very strong position and can in most areas

expect a salary in excess of £1.000 per annum. A
further concession which is becoming common
practice throughout the trade, is the five-day week
with at least 14 days paid holiday.

The youth who remains at school and takes his

GCE and is successful in obtaining the necessary
" O " levels can obtain an apprenticeship without

the preliminary year's probationary period and at

Technical College can generally start his technical

training without the course in general education.

Colour TV

In the very near future colour Television will be

added to the problems of the service engineer;

already many engineers have attended courses in

this new medium and as soon as a decision has been
reached regarding the system that will be used,

there will be more opportunities for the service

engineer to qualify and reap the rewards.

In summarising then, and in the light of a long

experience, the youth who plans to take up radio

and television servicing as a career, provided

he is determined to work hard and qualify, the

future can hold for him interesting and rewarding
prospects. In conclusion, then, and remembering
that radio and television have become an imnortant

part of the nation's life, the qualified service

engineer can fill a very important place in the life

of the community, with suitable rewards.

FILM SHOW - LAST CHANCE!

CAXTON HALL LONDON S.W.I

FREE TICKETS FROM

FILM SHOW

"Practical Wireless", Tower House, Southampton

Street, W.C.2. and not to Caxton Hall.

A stamped addressed envelope must be enclosed.
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THE resulting video waveform appearing across

R20 and applied to the modulator diode Dl is

thus entirely negative with respect to the chassis

line, reaching zero (i.e. chassis-line potential) only
at the moments of most positive excursions (peak
highlights of the scene being televised). At all

other times the video waveform consequently
represents a correspondingly great cut-off bias for

the diode, which must be exceeded on each cycle

of the v.h.f. oscillation from L1/C19 before the

diode Dl can conduct and pass the remainder of

the v.h.f. cycle to the output socket.

When the video waveform at a given moment
corresponds to a peak highlight, the diode Dl has
no cut-off bias, so chat the full vii.f. oscillator

amplitude can get through to the output socket,

giving maximum carrier amplitude there as

required for highlights on a positive-modulation
405-line system. When the momentary video
voltage corresponds to a very dark point of the
image, the negative cut-off bias at the diode Dl
is high and can be exceeded only by the positive

tips of the v.h.f. waveform, so that only these tips

get through to the output socket (theoreticallv)

and there represent the required low carrier ampli-
tude under these conditions.

Stray Capacitance

The above-described theoretical principle of
modulation is seriously modified in practice by the
fact that the diode Dl and its wiring inevitably
represents a parallel stray capacitor which will

feed some v.h.f. signal straight through to the out-
put socket without being modulated. If this effect

is not compensated for in a practical circuit there
remains a fairly high residual carrier level which
it is impossible to reduce however negative the
momentary video input voltage to the modulator
diode is made. On a positive-modulation 405-line
signal this residual carrier level means that sync
pulses are clipped or entirely absent, so that the
sync separator and timebase lock circuits on the
reciver are not able to function correctly.
Two measures have been taken in the crcuit

of Fig. 2 to combat this residual carrier level.

Firstly, the small capacitor C17 has been added

to feed a corresponding v.h.f. signal of opposite
phase from the emitter of the vii.f. oscillator to

the output socket. This completes the effective

network of capacitances to a balanced bridge as

commonly employed for such compensations. CI7
is here present in the form of a pair of tightly

twisted insulated wires which can be made too

long initially and then cut progressively until

correct neutralisation is obtained, ie, optimum
sync-to-vision ratio on the waveform at the video
detector of an ordinary television receiver as dis-

played on an oscilloscope.

In general, this still leads to somewhat clipped

sync pulses on positive modulation, because of
other stray couplings in the mutually unscreened
circuits. This is corrected by the second measure
of applying strong sync pulses to the emitter of
the v.h.f. oscillator via R23. The oscillator ampli-
tude itself is therewith reduced sufficiently during
sync pulses so as to establish an overall modu-
lated output waveform which is correct to standard
in all imoortant respects.

The v.h.f. oscillator TB4 is in every sense con-
ventional, wirh tuned collector load L1/C19 for
setting the TV channel and positive feedback
capacitor CIS from collector to emitter to sustain
oscillation.

Decoupling

_
The indivdua! stages of the video and v.h.f.

circuits are seen to use no mutual decoupling,
presumably to save space and components. The
circuit is nevertheless perfectly stable as it stands,
but anv attempts which were made to increase
effective gain by increasing collector load resistors

or by interoost'iQ: a further sta^e between TR3
collector and TR4 emitter to obtain some addi-
tional direct modulation of rH^ oscillator with the
yis;on sienal provoked instability.

Considering that the gain and bandwidth were
certainly sufficient for very reasonable results with
the circuit as it stands, the complications of adding
stage-for-stage decoupling on an already fairly

crowded circim board were decided against, in

favour of subsequent addition of an emitter
follower output stage and video output socket
driven from TR1 collector. This permits any
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external video amplifier and tuner with any desired

degree of compensation and bandwidth extension

to be connected with a single coaxial cable, and
experiments with the existing signal chain of

another equipment showed that a very high picture

definition is easily achieved under these conditions
where required. Since more than sufficient sync

for a preliminary waveform has already been
injected, prior to the point of take-off of the signal

for the external amplifier at TR1 collector, no
additional connections are required and the

ancillary unit need have nothing more than an
input socket and an output socket.

Negative Modulation

Careful consideration of the principle of the

modulator circuit with Dl as already described in

view of the camera unit-

detail for positive modulation shows that negative

modulation is immediately obtained if the diode

Dl is simply reversed. The action is then quite

analogous, but in practice even better because the

diode now clamps the fixed sync pulses to the

chassis line in its d.c. restorer action, instead of

the variable picture highlight level. Although not

greatly different on either standard, the perform-

ance of the modulator circuit is thus slightly more
definite on COR negative modulation.
Any residual carrier signal coupled straight

through to the output capacitively is far less

serious on negative modulation, since it there

merely leads to a slight flattening of picture high-
lights which is in most cases quite unnoticeable
provided that the neutralisation C17 has been
adjusted critically whilst observing the video
detector output of the receiver on an oscilloscope.

Sync pulses represent full carrier amplitude on
negative modulation, where the modulating action

of Dl is best. Thus the sync pulse feed line to

TR4 emitter via R23 had to be interrupted on
negative modulation, and even the remaining sync

injection into the video waveform at TR1 emitter

was still too great so that a lkfi linear preset

potentiometer had to be added in parallel with

C5 for making the necessary adjustments of final

sync level on negative modulation whilst scoping

the receiver video waveform.
Dl is a point-contact diode which is very

sensitive to soldering heat, thus use a heat shunt
in the form of a pair of pliers.

Frame Timebase Circuit

This circuit is not a self-running oscillator, but
rather a distorting amplifier to produce a saw-
tooth waveform from the mains sinewave of the

a.c. h.t. winding on the mains transformer. The
method adopted is the conventional two-stage
procedure of first squaring the sinewave and then
employing the differentiated negative flank of the

resulting squarewave to gate die flyback of a
charging capacitor integrator cir-

cuit (ramp generator).

Referring to Fig. 3, the 260V
a.c. sinewave from the h.t. wind-
ing in the power pack is applied

via a phase-shifting network and
via the resistor R39 to an 8-volt

zener diode ZDl. Whenever the

a.c. input voltage is positive to

the chassis line, ZDl conducts in

the forward direction and holds

the voltage applied to C31 at

chassis line potential. Whenever
the input voltage is more nega-

tive than — 8V the anode of ZDl
rests at the zener voltage of —8V
with respect to the chassis line.

Since the total amplitude of the

a.c. input voltage is very high, the

transition between these limits on
each half-cycle is very rapid, so

that a very good symmetrical

negative-rectified squarewave of

8V amplitude is applied to C31.

The time constant of C31 and

R35 is about Q-7mSec which is

much shorter than the lOmSec duration of a mains-

frequency halfcycle. Thus the flanks of the

squarewave apolied to C31 are differentiated to

give a train of alternate positive and negative

pulses about 0-7mSec wide across R35. The posi-

tive pulses are without effect at TR6 base, since

they drive this transistor further in a cut-off direc-

tion. The negative pulses open TR6 for their

duration to establish the field flyback.

Field Flyback Action

The phasing of the negative pulses at TR6 base

in relation to the high collector supply voltage

waveform is such as to produce heavy charging

current through C33 and C35 applying heavy

negative bias to the base of TR7 so that its

emitter-collector path virtually short-circuits C36
and C37 which capacitors are consequently dis-

charged very rapidly.

Field Stroke Action

When the negative pulse at TR6 base has termi-

nated C35 is left with its top plate charged more
negative than just prior to the flyback, so that
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TR7 remains more strongly cut-on than before the
flyback commenced. C36 and C37 are virtually

discharged at this time, so that the charge-driving
voltage difference via R43 is high and the charging
speed would be high, were it not for the
moderating action of the parallel discharging
resistance of TR7 still conducting quite heavily.

As the recharge of C36, C37 progresses, i.e. the
field stroke proceeds, the difference voltage still

driving charge into C36, C37 via R43 decreases
and the rate of field run would decrease. But
C35 is at die same time discharging, so that the
negative voltage at TR7 base is falling and the

parallel discharge conduction of TR7 across C36,
G37 is decreasing. This represents an accelerating
influence upon the rate of recharge of C36, G37
which can be made to compensate the natural
deceleration of the exponential characteristic by
suitably adjusting the discharge time constant of
C35. Hence VR3 operates as field linearity

control.

Ingenious as this circuit is, it represents
mathematically the sum of two opposed exponen-
tials which can only be approximately (though
quite reasonably) linear. As seen on the receiver
there will be slight residual expansion both at the
top and at the bottom of the field. The value of

C35 may need alteration until this symmetrical
expansion is the absolute minimum achievable for
an optimum setting of VR3 in each case. There
will necessarily be some interdependance with the
field amplitude setting of VR4 which again
depends upon the line amplitude achievable on
405 or 625-line operation respectively, i.e. the
establishment of correct aspect radio. Any adjust-
ments to this circuit are therefore quite tricky, but
with some patience a very good performance can
be achieved on both standards.

In the unit modified by the author improved
field linearity resulted at the correct aspect ratio

setting on 625-line operation when C35 was
reduced to 65,uF, but this is probably not general.
It must be remembered that the actual values of
high-capacitance low-voltage electrolytics can
differ widely from the nominal ones, so that
empirical adjustments with actually available com-
ponents will be necessary in each case where any
modification to the field timebase circuit is con-
sidered to be necessary.
The effective duration of the field flyback and

thus the field sync and blanking pulses is deter-
mined by the time constant of C31/R35. If

alterations are desired for optimum performance
with a particular receiver or for any other reason,
the value of C31 may be changed appropriately.

Line Timebase Circuit

The line timebase generator is a free-running
multivibrator with the transistors TR8 and TR9.
The line deflection coil, being primarily inductive,
requires a virtually square voltage waveform for
linear deflection current rise, which waveform is

correctly provided by a multivibrator.
The type of multivibrator here employed is

assymmetrical, i.e. one half-cycle (producing the
line stroke) is much longer than the other (repre-
senting the line flyback). The line stroke is

produced in a quite conventional manner by i
recovery exponential of C39 via R45, R46 and VR6
at the base of TR8, holding TR8 cut-off until the
right-hand plate of C39 is no longer positive with
respect to the chassis line. It becomes positive
in the first place by losing electrons to chassis
through the base-emitter path of TR8 during the
line flyback when the overswing of the damped
circuit L2/C10 produces a negative pulse at the
collector of TR9 which places the same quantity
of electrons onto the left-hand plate of C39 during
the line flyback.
The overswing action of L2/C10 produces the

other, shorter half-cycle of the multivibrator action
which determines the line flyback. The action is

roughly as follows. As soon as the right-hand
plate of C39 is no longer positive to chassis and
TR8 can consequently scan to conduct, a positive
pulse is developed across R47 which cuts TR9 off.

The electron current originally flowing down
through L2 to chassis via the collector-emitter
path of TR9 must therewith be diverted to the
bottom plate of CIO and to the left-hand plate of
C39, since the current through an inductor cannot
cease abruptly. It must continue to flow until the
energy of the magnetic field produced by the
current flowing through the inductor has been
transferred as charge energy into the associated
capacitances. This is the basic principle of any
oscillatory circuit involving inductance and
capacitance.
When the former magnetic energy has trans-

ferred sufficiendy as electrostatic energy in the
charge developed across CIO and C39, the current
through L2, which must have come through R48,
has dropped. This amounts to a negative pulse
across R48 which is applied to TR9 base, so that
TR9 opens again and makes the charge accumu-
lated on C39 felt as a positive cut-off bias at TR8
base because the left-hand plate of C39 is then
virtually connected to chassis when TR9 is again
open. We are Therefore back to the start of a new
line run as C39 discharges bringing TR8 base
progressively less positive until it can cut-on again
and initiate the next flyback.

Production of Sawtooth Line Deflection Current

The build-up of a sawtooth current waveform
in the line scan coils is rendered possible because
TR9 is prevented from cutting-on to saturation by
the fact that R47 is returned to the collector
(neglecring L2 for the slower events of the line

run). Some definite small negative voltage thus
remains with respect to chassis at the collector of
TR9 during the line run and this small (negative)
voltage can allow the required gradual build-up
of current m the line deflection coil on the initial

virtually linear pan of its natural time constant
given by the ratio of its inductance to its self-

resistance. This current is of course integrated as
charge on C41 during the line run (electrons
deficient on the bottom plate and in excess on the
top plate) since there is no d.c. connection to the
coils.

The high-amplitude positive overswing flyback
pulse at TR9 collector during flyback draws these
electrons off to CIO and C39.
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The much increased voltage amplitude of this

flyback pulse relative to the line run drive voltage

formerly at TR9 collector permits sufficiently

rapid build-up of discharge current through the

line scan coil for this purpose, so that in tact the

charge on C41 is even slightly reversed by the end

of me flyback and the complete effective wave-

form applied to the line coil is therewith seen to

be pure a.a, as it must be with a purely capacitive

coupling.
VR5 as series resistor in the d.c. feed to TR9

which supplies the scan power controls the line

amplitude resulting from the above-described

action.
The use of an overswing coil L2 instead ol a

second conventional CR-recovery to produce the

second (flyback) half-cycle of the multivibrator is

seen to store sufficient power in the circuit of

TR9 for driving the line deflection coils directly,

without needing a separate output stage. Thus
this simple and ingenious type of multivibrator

(admittedly somewhat involved as far as its

detailed action is concerned) is another interesting

novelty leading to a useful simplification of the

circuit as a whole.

Conversion to 625 fines

In spite of the apparently intricate relationships

within the line trmebase circuit, a drastic change

of speed up to 625 lines is immediately possible

just by reducing C39 to 0-OluF, whereupon the

correct lock setting for CCIR will be found to lie

within the range of VR6 situated on the rear

vertical circuit board.

Trouble may be experienced due to an exces-

sively long line flyback pulse. Since this is already

rather long at 405 lines, so that the makers even

recommend increasing the width on the receiver

to avoid black vertical bands at the edges of the

picture, it may be really excessive on 625 lines

where the run time is shorter. Reduction of CIO
to decrease the period of the overswing action is

then necessary. A new value of 6800pF was found

satisfactory for CIO in the author's equipment on
625 lines. Reduction of CIO leads to an increase

of flyback puise amplitude, because the same
magnetic energy then has to transfer into a smaller

capacitance. Jdut this is very desirable in such a

change, because it means that there is little change

of line amplitude. The shorter line period is

counteracted by the higher drive square wave
amplitude impressed across the line deflection

cod, so that the line scan current reaches the same
amplitude in both cases.

Sync and Blanking Circuit*

Since the waveform across the line scan coil is

a good square wave with a negative pulse during

flyback, line blanking to cut-off the vidicon during

line flyback to prevent interference with accumu-
lating picture charges is achieved simply by apply-

ing the line scan waveform to the vidicon grid

via C43.
The field scan waveform cannot be used in a

similar manner since the field coils are primarily

resistive and are thus fed with a sawtooth voltage

waveform which is unsuitable for blanking, con-

taining no flyback pulses. However, excellent

field flyback pulses are available at the collector

of TR6, the flyback gating transistor. Since TR6
is cut-on during all field flybacks by the differen-

tiated pulses developed at C31/R35 as already

described, the flyback pulses at the collector are

positive and they are consequendy applied via a

• suitable d.c. clamping circuit (C30, D3, R34) to

the cathode of the vidicon.

In addition to the blanking functions on the

vidicon beam current, the flyback pulses are

required for insertion as sync pulses in the com-
posite vision waveform. Negative polarity is here

required for the point of insertion at TR1 emitter

(video amplifier, Fig. 2), so that TR5 is provided

on the timebase circuit board as inversion amplifier

for the positive field flyback pulses from TR6
collector. Negative line flyback pulses are taken

The camera unit chassis assembled, after conversion to CCIR 625-line standard.
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via C3S from the line deflection coil circuit. The
trains of line and field sync insertion pulses are

then combined across the clamping circuit D2,

C27, R31 which clips them appropriately and pre-

vents changes of sync level during the field

returns relative to the line returns.

Vidicon Tube Circuits

The potentials for the respective electrodes of

the vidicon tube are obtained from a single h.t.

bleeder chain including two miniature neon stabi-

liser tubes arranged in such a manner that the

adjustable wall anode voltage (electrical beam
focus) is stabilised against external changes of

supply voltage. The less critical beam current
control VR2 is not stabilised, nor is the input volt-

age to the already mentioned automatic target

volage regulating circuit. The focus coil current
is stabilised with TRIO. Thus it is merely the
focus which is fully stabilised, since only it could
lead to a deterioration of picture quality and
definition for moderate changes of vidicon supply
voltages with mains fluctuations or temperature
changes.

Preset Controls

There are two preset controls on the amplifier
circuit board. Looking at the rear of the camera,
the control on the right is the beam currrent
control VR2 and that immediately adjacent to it

is the contrast (video gain) control VR1. The beam
current should be increased until the picture high-
lights just do not wash out, and the video gain
should be increased to a level giving satisfactory
depth of vision modulation.
There are three preset controls on the tknebase

circuit board. Again looking at the rear of the
camera, the right-hand control is the field ampli-
tude and the left-hand control is the line ampli-
tude. The control running across the panel is for
making adjustments to the field linearity.

Line lock control VR6 is available on the rear
vertical circuit board, access thereto being through
a small hole adjacent to the coaxial output socket.
It is essential to use an insulated trimming tool
when adjusting this control or the v.h.f. oscillator
trimmer (accessible through a hole to the left of
the lens looking at the front of the camera), since
the respective controls carry collector supply volt-
age and short-circuits to the casing are inevitable
with a metallic screwdriver blade.
The only manual control provided and necessary

is the electrical focus adjustment VR7. This is
situated at the top left on the rear of the camera,
in the form of a miniature white knob which
should be finally adjusted after the camera has
been allowed to warm-up for 10 minutes prior to
each period of operation. On the optical side, the
lens stop should be adjusted for optimum picture
gradation with sufficient light to give adequate
contrast, yet not excessive light reaching the target
and causing the highlights to wash-out. Televised
scenes should normally be lit to at least 50ft
candles, i.e. the normal level of good office lighting.
The camera will work reasonably well on scenes
with intensities of illumination down to 10ft
candles and in some cases even less.
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ONE of the advantages of u.h.f. is that aerial

designs too bulky for, say, 45Mc/s can be
scaled to small, practical dimensions. The

Band y aerial shown in the photograph can be
made in an hour or so for a cost of only a few
shillings, yet it provides an excellent BBC-2 input
in a district where the present (July, 1965) low-
power transmission from Sutton Coldfield is

generally troublesome. The trifling cost certainly

justifies a trial before buying an expensive array of

park railings for the chimney. Although the

prototype is for Band V the article includes

dimensions derived by the same formula for

Band IV.
This type of aerial has been known since 1940

as a " corner reflector ", a description that is less

apt now that -it is turned round for horizontal

polarisation but unlikely to be changed after all

this time. The purpose of the reflector—which in

this version is made cheaply of aluminium foil on
hardboard-—is to cast mirror images of the signal

upon the dipole, correctly phased to supplement the
direct pick-up. It also provides excellent back-to-
front discrimination.

Dipole Impedance

The impedance seen at the centre of the dipole
is influenced both by the angle of the reflector and
by the dipole-to-apex distance, but the latter can
be set to produce, die required 75fl for angles

between 60° and 90°. Again, these two factors

Fig. /

—

Details of bardboard reflettor.

Fig. 1—The dipote mounting strut.

affect the length of the reflector sides and the

decision to adopt 90° was guided by the smaller

size this angle permits. The penalty of slightly

lower gain than 60" was considered fair trade.

Channel 40 radiates vision and sound on 623-25

and 629-25Mc/s respectively and the aerial was
designed for 625Mc/s, for which the wavelength
is 48cm. For a 90° reflector and 75fl impedance
the dipole-to-apex distance should be -35A., which
is 16'Scm or 6-614in. The effective reflector length

must be not less than three times this distance, say

20in., and its minimum width is one wavelength,
19in. With allowance for an external batten joint

the two pieces of hardboard should be cut 20in.

and 21 in. long and both 19in. wide. These sizes

can be exceeded if you have handy pieces already

cut or you can, for economy, make them up from
smaller pieces provided the edge joints are backed
with adequate strips of the same material.

Reflector Assembly

Assembly of the reflector is shown in Fig. 1 and
it will be seen that the dipole mounting strut adds
stiffness to the apex. Further support is supplied

by wood edge strips of about l^in. x |in, braced
by side stays of the same section. The latter should
be screw fitted in case they have to be removed to

facilitate shifting the aerial through the loft

opening. A small hole in each stay provides the

simple means of lashing the aerial to the rafters.

Another small hole through the apex of the reflector

forms the cable entry. It will be
noticed that the edge stiffeners

are fitted to the face of one reflec-

tor side and to the reverse of the

other. This is merely to simplify
a nailed and pinned assembly and
enables all four strips to have one
end firmly nailed through to the

rear batten.

The inner surfaces (but not the
side support stays) should be
covered with aluminium cooking
foil, glued on and lapped over the
edges. Joints, if the foil is too
narrow, need no electrical bond-
ing but should run across the
reflector parallel with the dipole
and have wide overlaps.

The dipole mounting strut

begins as a piece of -Un. wood cut

51 in. square. One corner is cut
away at right-angles to a

diagonal line, as in Fig. 2,



to establish the dipole-to-apex distance. This
works out at 6'614in,, but 6|in. is near enough in

view of the tolerance of the system and the fact

that the tapered dipole itself varies the distance.

At the point to which the dipole is to be fitted the
thickness of the strut should be reduced to Am. by
paring each side equally. This will ensure that the
dipole elements will not touch wood.

Jffft

J

Dipole Elements

Make the dipole elements of aluminium or
copper sheet, cut and scored as in Fig. 3. Drill as
shown and fit 6BA screws and nuts temporarily
before bending to triangular cross-section. (It

would be difficult to fit the screws after bending.)
It will be noticed that self-threading screws have
been used for the prototype, hence the appearance
of heads on the outside instead of nuts and
washers. Perspex sheet A in. or Jin. thick is a
more suitable material for the dipole mounting
plate than the resin laminate types. Details of
this simple part, together with the complete bow-
tie assembly, are given in Fig. 3. Note the solder
tag under each end nut.

Screw the bow-tie to the strut in the reflector
and solder the 75H coaxial lead to the tags, leading
the cable out through the hole in the apex and
anchoring it to the external wood batten by clip
or staple. The aerial is now ready for use. No
mounting arrangements have been included because
it is a simple matter to suspend the aerial from the
roof timbers by cords attached by
holes in the front stays and
staples in the rear batten. The
normal position is such that the
apex and dipole lie on a horizon-
tal line pointing towards the
transmitter. Adjustment is best
done while the test card is on the
air and the assistance of someone
who can interpret what he sees on
the screen is desirable—someone
with sufficient vocal power to

have his bellowed observations
heard in the loft. I found that my
wife was excellent in observation
but not altogether effective with
the bellow!

The aerial has broad-band
characteristics and would prob-
ably receive all local frequencies

in the band without altera-

tion. However, it has been

Photograph of prototype. Note
position of "Bowtte" element.

shown that calculation of dimensions is easy enough
for those who would like to tune " spot on " to a
frequency other than 625Mc/s". This applies

equally to Band IV but the details below are for a

530Mc/s aerial to tune the four London area

channels.
A=566cm.
Dipole lOsin. overall, elements 5iin. long.

Dipole to apex 7sin.

Reflector 23in. wide, 24in. ldng minimum.
Although only a few inches larger in each

dimension than the Band V aerial the difference

may become significant when you attempt to

manoeuvre the assembly through the loft hatch.

For this reason a screwed assembly is suggested,

for this can be partly dismantled after trial fitting

and re^erected in situ up there among the cobwebs.

zontinued on page 172

-t-f-H-H
f-^4^rHM*^H *"

Fig, 3—Construction of bow-
tie dipole.



Cheeking
Performanee

G. K. FAIRFIELD

OF EXPERIMENTAL RECEIVERS

LAST month I described several unusual

receiver measurement techniques and in one

of these a simple bi-metaliic thermocouple

was used. As the reader will appreciate this device

can be put to several uses in limit performance

measurements in the television receiver.

Transformer Measurement

The temperature at which the power trans-

formers run in a television set can have a consider-

able effect on the life of these components. If the

line output transformer, for example, is operated

continuously at temperatures far in excess of its

rating then the wax impregnation will soften and

run off, the interwinding insulation will become

brittie and eventually crack, causing breakdown to

ultimately occur. Excessive corona from the e.h.t.

winding due to the melting of the protective wax
coating has caused many a television receiver fixe

with widespread damage throughout the set.

The most reliable check on this component is a

direct check on the running temperature, using the

thermocouple described. The "hot " junction can

be strapped to the low voltage windings as shown
in Fig. 6. (Not to the core since this is usually con-

structed of ferrite—a good heat insulator, and
certainly not <to the e.h.t. winding or this will cause

a breakdown of the transformer due to corona

discharge.) The thermocouple will have been cali-

brated previously and it will only be necessary to

note the microammeter reading after the set has

been in operation for at least half an hour. A tem-
perature rise of up to 55°C is permissible with

most designs. Anything over this will run the risk

of ultimate breakdown.
An alternative way of measuring transformer

temperature rise is to make use. of the positive

temperature coefficient of copper used in the trans-

former winding. In other words the increase of

tine 'Hot' junction
output affixed to outskfe

transformer(f| of winding
Micro-arnmeter

-Cold
junction

v-r^r.]] in jar
of oil

6—Use of a thermocouple to measure transformer

temperature.

Part Two

resistance of the winding as the transformer gets

hotter. For this measurement we require a sensi-

tive ohmmeter — preferably a Wheatstone Bridge.

Selecting a winding in the centre of the trans-

former, its resistance is carefully measured after the

set has been switched off for at least one hour. This

gives a measure of the " cold " resistance, Re. The
set is switched on and runs for an hour inside its

cabinet. Immediately after switching off the resist-

ance of this same winding is again measured. This
gives a higher resistance figure for the " hot

"

resistance, Rh. The transformer temperature rise

is then given by:

—

Rise (*C) =
Rh - Re

Re X 000393

A typical example would be a mains transformer

in which the primary resistance could be 22£1

when measured "cold " and 26- 10 when measured
" hot ". The temperature rise would then be :

—
261 - 220

48°C
22 X 0-00393

which is within the 55
eC limit mentioned earlier.

Receiver Alignment

In aligning the r.f. and i.f. stages of the receiver

there is unfortunately no cheap substitute for the

signal generator. As an indicator, however, we
can make use of the detection diodes incorporated

in the receiver and use a microammeter in series

with the diode, instead of the more usual diode

valve-voltmeter (Fig. 7). We are, in fact, con-

structing our own valve-voltmeter in this way.

If the alignment is commenced from the last

vision i.f. stage and proceeding stage by stage

towards the aerial circuit then the microammeter

can remain permanently in series with the diode

for all the vision alignment measurements. For

sound alignment it will, of course, be necessary

to transfer this to the sound detector diode. A
50«A ammeter will be required for this purpose,

shunted by a small capacitor as shown in Fig. 7.

Since linearity of movement for this microam-
meter is not of importance (since we will always

adjust the tuned circuits for a maximum), then

use could be made of the very cheao " surplus

stores " meters which are available. These often

originally served to measure air temperature in

aircraft and after the interior shunt resistance has

been removed a very sensitive instrument often

results.
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Valve Characteristic Measurement

Finally a new use for that old television receiver!

. The experimenter often has a collection of power
valves of doubtful origin and would like to check
their performance under dynamic conditions. This
is. often the case with line scanning vaives for

instance where a static valve test would not show
up faults occurring at peak currents. The most
useful characteristic for such valves is the anode
current/anode voltage (la/Va), variation since this

is. directly related to the power that the valve can
handle. With very little difficulty this characteristic

can be displayed on the screen of a cathode-ray
tube and the performance of the valve checked
very quickly.

The circuit used is shown in Fig. 8. It is

assumed that the e.b.t. and brightness control

section of the set is in working order and also the
h.t. supply. Other sections not needed for this

experimental set-up, such as the sound and vision

receiver and time bases, can be disconnected from
their connections to the cathode-ray tube and
scanning coils. If the e.h.t. is derived from the

line time base, as is usually the case, it will be
necessary to load the scanning transformer with an
inductance of about 10 mH in place of the scan-
ning coils to maintain a supply of accelerating

volts for the tube.
The condition of the cathode-ray tube is not

very important providing it is capable of showing
a single line trace on the screen. Before modifying
die set this can be checked simply by disconnect-
ing the field scan coils to collapse the raster to

a single line.

The valve to be checked is connected to a source

of about 200 volts, as shown, with the field

scanning coils of the television receiver in series

with the anode. Also in series with the h.t. supply
is the secondary winding of a 200 volt a.c. mains
transformer. Thus the h.t. supply for the valve will

Last IF trans-former

Micro-ammeter
CQ-50/jA)

Fig. 7—Insertion of a microammeter for receiver

alignment,

be made to vary between volts, when the induced
voltage across the secondary winding is of the

opposite sign to that of the 200 volt h.t. supply;

and +400 volts, when the induced voltage adds
to the h.t. supply (see Fig. 9).

With the grid bias set to a value determined by
potentiometer P, the variation of the anode supply
voltage will cause a change in the anode current

of the valve, and, since this current flows through

the field coils, it will cause the cathode-ray

tube beam to be deflected vertically in accordance
with the value of the current, la. At the same time
a voltage proportional to the anode potential, Va
is derived from a 6-3 volt winding on the trans-

former and caused to deflect the beam in a hori-

zontal direction. Thus the Ia/Va characteristic is

displayed over the voltage range determined pre-

viously as to 400 volts, for a given grid bias—Vg.
Of course the range of Va could be adjusted to

suit the valve by altering the value of h.L supply

i

L

—200V I+200V
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Valve characteristic display.
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•and secondary voltage (which I have fixed at 200
volts in the above example). Both must be kept
the same or the minimum value of Va will not
be volts.

Unfortunately with the simple scheme so far

described, the characteristic as the anode voltage

falls from +400 volts to volts will also be dis-

played on the screen. This can cause some con-
fusion as the traces will, not lie exactly on top of

one another. To remove this negative characteristic

a beam blanking circuit is used to supply a large

negative voltage on the grid of the tube at the

correct time period. A 20 volt a.c. secondary wind-
ing on the mams transformer supplies a sinusoidal

waveform to a phase-shift circuit, C1R1C2R2.
With R2 correctly adjusted a sine wave shifted by

VaWe H.T, k
supply

+ 400

+200

This portion of
the waveform
suppressed

-v-

90 270
Degrees

450

Fjg, 9

—

Variation of valve anode voltage with sinusoidal

mains voltage.

Fig. 10—Left—correct curve showing a flattening at bath

ends of the ta/Va characteristic. Right—incorrect portion

of the trace blanked out, due to the anode current decaying

more slowly when the anode voltage goes from a high

value to a low value.

exactly 90° with respect to the input waveform
will be applied to rectifier V2 and a negative half-

cycle of the wave is developed across the lOOkJt

cathode-ray tube series resistor.

Consideration of the diagram of Fig. 9 will show
that under these conditions only the rising portion

of the anode potential Va will be displayed on the

tube. Adjustment of R2 is quite easily achieved

by observation of the cathode-ray tube trace when
displaying a characteristic. The correct setting is

obtained when a complete single trace is obtained

with a flattened portion at either extremity of the

trace (see Fig. 10). This corresponds to zero anode

volts on one hand and valve saturation at the

other end of the trace.

Calibration of the waveform displayed can be

carried out under static conditions by passing

known current measured with a series milliam-

meter through the field coils from a d.c. supply,

and in the horizontal direction by applying a known

d.c. voltage across the line scanning coils. This

will only need to be carried out once and the

calibration points marked on the screen of the

tube in ink.

UHF "B0WTIE" AERIAL

The construction described is adequate for a

sheltered existence in the loft but if erected outside

it would sail away to the next county with the first

light wind. However, the same dimensional

details could be interpreted in metal provided the

wind resistance of the reflector is drastically

reduced. Fortunately it is not necessary to achieve

the optical reflection that is provided with foil,

which is used mainly because of its low cost. The
wavelengths even in the higher megacycle range

are very long compared with that of light and an

apparently coarse surface can appear to the signal

as a highly reflective plane provided its " flaws
"

are small compared with the wavelength. Hence
an open wire mesh can be used and will bring a

considerable reduction in the area opposed to the

wind.
The strong welded rectangular type of mesh

would be suitable and the 90" reflector could be
bent up from a single length, A sturdy but light

frame would be necessary, welded (with the aid of

your local garage workshop perhaps.) complete with

—continued from page 169

strong erection arrangements. A plain tubular

dipole would be stronger and easier to mount

rigidly than the bow-tie. The strut would have to

be all plastic and some thought would have to be

given to the weatherproofing of cable connections.

Clearly the construction of an outdoor aerial is a

far more formidable task than an indoor model and
should be undertaken only by those experienced in

metal work.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION BINDERS
The Practical Television Easi-binder is designed to

hold normally 12 issues, but it will accommodate
two additional copies quite comfortably.

A new version of the Easi-binder with a special

pocket for storing blueprints and datasheets is now
available. The price is 1 1 6d inclusive of postage.

Order your binder from: Binding Department.
George Newnes Ltd.. Tower House. Southampton
Street. London, W.C.2.



No. 120: The Decca DM3 7
C

serial No. 50,001 onward
by L Lawry-Johns

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 112 OF THE DECEMBER tSSUE

Loss of Contrast
,

Many set owners have blamed the tube, think-
ing that loss of emission is responsible-tot. a* weakly
contrasted picture, when^in actual fact the video
amplifier PCF80 is at fault, and'.. replacement
restores a normal contrasted picture. In this con-
nection, it is also prudent "to check the capacitor

r"C40 lObjui4
-, wrucn is across, one. ot me video

I amplifier bias resistors. When this component \

:omes open circuited the effect is not only one
of loss of contrast, but also of poor synchronisation,

the frame hold being particularly affected because
of its low frequency. Low emission in the tube
results m not only weak contrast, but the whites
appearing silvery before going negative as the
brilliance, contrast and/or gain controls are
advanced.

£RT.+ via Rt14t330n)

wm
Fig.-4—Sound ^.f^ontftfrfjerond audio stage*.
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W|. 5—Video stores—detector V5A, amplifier ¥6 and limitcr VSR. V7A is the sync separator.

Sub H.T. line Electrolytic*

This receiver is notable for the number of

electrolytic capacitors used to separately decouple
various sections of the circuit. For example, the
video amplifier alone uses two h.t. electrolytics C38
I6/jF and a 2(iF decoupling pin 3, in addition to
the cathode lOOuF. The audio circuit has two
16/iF, and one 2^F, one of the 16/iF,

C68, being used for decoupling the tuner
unit and early i.f. stages. In addition a 32^F is

used in the h.t. feed to the line oscillator-dis-

criminator-sync separator stages. It is always as
wen, therefore, to have a test 32/xF 350V available
with convenient leads or prods so that it can be
bridged across any suspect as a quick check. O.C.
electrolytics can produce various symptoms, includ-
ing cross modulation—sound on vision—vision on
sound—poor sync—weak contrast, and some other,
more odd effects. Many receivers have had their
alignment seriously and unnecessarily disturbed
when the fault was, in fact, an open circuit capa-
citor.

Sound Distortion

When audio distortion is experienced, it pays to
note the effect of the r.f. gain and contrast controls.

If the distortion clears as the signal becomes
weaker, the most likely offender is R83 1-5MO,
which will often be found to be " high." If iht
distortion remains, or even worsens, as the gain
is reduced, check the PCL82 VI 7, the 001/uF C80,
which may be leaky, and R87 270^ which can be
damaged by excessive current through the PCL&2.

C*

Fig. 6—Location o
f

Vt. n and 18.

uner Troubles
The only troubles which normally afflict the

tuner are those which can be attributed to faulty

valves or improper contact between the biscuit

studs and the bank springs. The latter should
never be bent in an attempt to improve the contact.

The only attention needed here is a clean up of

the biscuit studs which do get tarnished. Rub them
bright and apply a little grease or oil to provide

a surface barrier to further deterioration. If the

studs do not locate properly on the springs, the

correct adjustment [which is very rarely required)

is to the large leaf spring which carries the stop

roller.

A noisy or grainy picture usually denotes a fail-

ing PCC84 whilst the symptom of no signals

directs attention to both valves, more particularly

perhaps, the PCF80. A new PCF80 may necessi-

tate readjustment of the oscillator coil core if

correct tuning is outside the range of the fine tuner.

A fairly long knitting needle, nicely shaped, is all

that is required. The fine tuner is set midway and
both knobs are pushed off. The trimming tool

is inserted at about the one o'clock position to
engage the coil core which is adjusted for maxi-
mum sound

Fuse Failure

Just to be awkard we will mention a short which
does not cause the set fuses to fail! C61 is a

0-02«F 250V A.C. rated capacitor. It is wired
from the neutral side of the mains to the switched
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Mains power supply and heater chain circuitry. Note ifC6i is replaced it must be Z50V o.c. working.

side of the live mains before the fuse Fl, which
is perhaps a lutle unfortunate. When these capa-
citors 30, thev go tike a pistol shot and either blow
the mains supply fuse or shatter the live contacts
of the on /off switch.
The 1A fuse usually fails when the PY82 valves

internally arc, as they often do. If there is any
doubt about their responsibility, light tapping on
the valve envelope will often reveal the culprit as

particles spark across the electrode assembly.

If and when the PY82 valves light very brightly
after switching on, check both and the PY81, which
may have a heater-cathode short. Failure of the
heaters to glow at all could, of course, mean failure

of the 1A fuse, an open circuited section of the
mains dropper or a failure of one of the valve
heaters. The PYS1 is often the valve which is

found to be responsible, and it is worth checking
this one first if a meter or a neon is not to hand
to run along the heater chain.

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS

THIS MONTH!

SIMPLE DIGITAL COMPUTER
ELECTRONIC SERVO SYSTEM
PIPE AND CABLE LOCATOR

These are just some of the features

in the JANUARY issue

ON SALE NOW
SEE FOR YOURSELF!

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

FEBRUARY

* BLUEPRINT FOR A PROGRESSIVE
SHORT WAVE RECEIVER

+ QUIZ MACHINE

* MINI MODULATOR

* ADD-ON TRANSISTOR STAGE

On sale 6th January



A MONTHLY FEATURE
FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafarel

THE past month has not been too bad, although
conditions could have been better. There were
some Sporadic E openings, notably as follows

:

October 23—Rl, M.T. Budapest.
October 24—E2, E3 and E4, T.V.E. Spain, also

E3 Portugal.

October 25—E3, T.V.E, Spain.
Since then Sporadic E reception has been absent

in this area, although this is about normal for this

time of the year. Tropospheric openings have been
reasonably good at times and although we have not
had the spectacular conditions reported last month,
Band III DX has once again been quite good.
As I am at present re-organising the u.h.f. side

of the equipment here, I cannot give a personal
assessment of what has been happening, but from
correspondents' reports it seems that u.h.f. has been
roughly on a par with last month.

NEWS
There have been a number of alterations in the

test transmissions of French TV. As before, there
is a half hour duration test transmission before the
start of programmes, and also an afternoon trans-

mission (1230 G.M.T. onwards) when there is no
afternoon programme. This applies to all weekdays
except Monday, there is no Monday test transmis-
sion in the afternoon as TV retailers are shut on
Mondays,
The form of both these test transmissions has

changed somewhat and two new features have been
introduced into both of them: (1) A caption now
appears as below:—

" Emission destinee aux constructeurs.
Transmission de Frequences Vocales."

40Hz.
(Transmission intended for constructors.

Transmission of Vocal Frequencies.
40 cycles.)

While this type of caption is being transmitted a

40c/s note is transmitted, then the frequency indi-

cation is changed to 80 cycles, and an 80c/ s note is

sent out, and in at
1 10 frequencies appear: 40, 80,

125, 250, 500c/ s, 'Ik, 2k, 4k, 8k, and 15kc/s are
transmitted each one for approximately one minute
duration.

(2) At other times a new version of the O.R.T.F.
test card is used. This does not carry the " statue

"

in the centre, but in place of this the words :
—

" 24 heures sur 24 (24 hours out of 24
ecoutez listen to

France France
Inter." Inter.)

While this type of test card is being transmitted,

the associated sound channel relays the long wave
sound broadcast from the Allouis transmitter of
France Inter. This might well be confusing here
for DXers looking for the TV sound channel as

they coujd be under the impression they were
receiving a harmonic of the long wave station.

Just a final note on French TV. I heard a TV
news item recently about the opening of a new
regional station in Burgundy at Nuits St. George,
but no mention of the channel. And what has
happened to Rouen Gd. Couronne on F10? It has

been recently putting a much improved signal into

Southern England and has been well received as far

north as Northampton. This was not normally a

very good signal, so there may have been some
modifications at the transmitter.

READERS' REPORTS
Jack Readings of Cowley, nr. Cheltenham, has

sent us an excellent O.R.T.F. 2nd Chain test card
photo of his reception of Lille Ch 27. He is really

quite a distance from Lille, which makes the clarity

of his photo quite remarkable. He has also had
Caen Ch 25, and the Band III Lille F8 as well.

In addition to French u.h.f., like other DXers, he
has had a number of West German u.h.f. trans-

mitters as well, but as there are so many of these in

operation, it is not possible to identify them indi-

vidually, unless the DXer is lucky enough to see the

station name transmitted.

D. F. Browne of Hove is a new contributor, and
he has come in in a " blaze of glory'", on u.h.f. with
France Ch 21 Brest, Ch 25 Caen, Ch 27 Lille, Ch
33 Rouen, and probably Ch 45 Rennes as well. He
also reports reception on many u.h.f. channels from
West Germany, but full identification is not
possible from the information received.

May I stress one point re u.h.f. identification?

Would correspondents ensure that their u.h.f. tuner

calibration for each channel is correct; we really do
need this before we can even attempt to tackle

identification problems for you.

A. G. ChalUs of Brundall, Norfolk, has turned

in a good log with France F8 Lille, Belgium E8
Wai're, and E2 Ruiselede, Denmark E7 Sonder-
jealland, and (via Sporadic E) U.S.S.R., Poland,
Norway, Sweden, and Czechoslovakia. With this

success behind him he is now turning to u.h.f., and
I feel sure that from his geographical location he
will do well.

Our old friend M. Roper of Torpoint, Cornwall,
is now improving his aerial installation by the intro-

duction of a new " tip-over " mast ! He is suffering,
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it appears, from the absence of Brest Ch 21, his

nearest Continental u.h.f. This transmitter does

seem to be " patchy " in its propagation area, and
it is not easy to receive even when the distance is

quite modest.
E. Williamson of Shetland has been receiving

Bergen, Norway, on Ch E9, and this on a horizontal

array! He is now inspired to erect a Band III

aerial, so I feel sure that we shall be hearing of

more Scandinavian result!. From him soon. He has

been receiving T.V.E. via Sporadic E as well,

although there has not been much activity in his

area recently, so I suppose the Shetland domestic

viewers have had less to complain about this year.

I am getting many requests for details on the

conversion of different makes and models of TV
sets for DX work. When asking for details please

enclose the service sheet and /or circuit for your
set, otherwise it may be impossible to offer any use-

ful advice.

DATA PANEL-5 B.R.GRONTEN, WEST GERMANY

Channels: baynscher Rundfunk operates on
channels E2, E3 and E4. The E2 transmitter at

Griinten is the most often received here, but

E3 Kreuzberg, and E4 Raichberg are aiso seen

at times. The only difference in the test card

is in the station name at the bottom.

Test Card: Monday to Saturday 10,00 to 10.30

G.M.T. card but no sound. Hon., Wed. and
Fri. 10.30 to I I.2S card with note or music.

Tues., Thurs. and Sat. 10.30 to 12.00 card

with note or music. Also Mon. to Sat. inclu-

sive 13.00 until start of programme about
16.35 card with note or music.

Programmes: Normally start about I6.3S

daily. At times the E.B.U.. electronic test

pattern with single white circle is also

radiated (see page 497 Practical Television,

August 1965).
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NEW SOLID-STATE CCTV SYSTEM FROM EMI

A NEW solid-state closed circuit television system" —Type 9— has been developed by EMI Elec-

tronics Ltd.
Three different cameras, including one of the

smallest in the world, have been designed for use in

the new system. They operate with modular power
and control units, which are considerably smaller

than any other units with similar functions

currently available.

Printed-circuit construction is used throughout

and all sub-units and printed circuit cards are easily

unplugged from the main frames for servicing. In

the case of serious failure a new sub-unit or circuit

card may be inserted in a few moments.
Available as standard accessories are attachments

for the remote control of focus, lens aperture (iris),

zoom and lens changing. Remotely controlled pan

and tilt heads are available for the control of camera
movement and special camera enclosures are

designed for use in wet, dusty or explosive con-

ditions.

The Type 9 equipment is also fully compatible

with the low-cost EMI Type 8A self-contained,

solid-state closed circuit television camera.
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SOL/0 STATE POWER SUPPLY FOR TRAVELLING
WAVE TUBES
STANDARD Telephone-, and Cables Limited

has engineered what it believes to be the first

example of a completely solid state power and
control system for a stabilized e.h.t. supply to a

travelling wave tube. The units will be used in

u.h.f. television translator units to be supplied to

the BBC by the company.
The new STC power units are a closed loop

system for voltage output stabilization. Included in

the units are sub-assemblies of thyristor control

stacks, silicon avalanche e.h.t. rectifiers, which are

self-protecting against voltage transients and
3-phase thyristor trigger units.

Operating from normal mains supplies to the
unattended translater stations, the STC power
units will function under fluctuations of a.c.

supply voltage to provide 3,200 volts d.c. at 0-75A
to the TWT's with a stability of ±0-5%.

Solid state e.h.t. supplies for travelling wave
rubes are smaller and cheaper than convention.il
equipments using transducers. In addition to their

adoption for TV transmitters it is expected that the
new equipment will find applications in national
and international communications svstems.

HEATHKIT OS-2

]]
rHAT are they? An object shot from an unusual
angle? No they're three microwave tunnel

diodes, the first to be manufactured in tlie UK.
Already the diode is being used as a low noise
communication link oi G.E.C. Telecommunications
Ltd., which can handle 960 telephone channels if

a colour TV signal. The diode is designed for use
in low noise amplifiers at frequencies up to the
S-band f2—4Gc/s) and samples are available with
minimum cut-off frequencies of 6. 8. and WGc/s.

The photograph shows the diodes enlarged some
eight times. In real life, their vital statistics are
ISmm x l-4mm.

QF interest to all 'scope users, whether current

or prospective is the Heathkit Sin. model OS-2
which is available either tn kit form at £22 ISs. Od.,

or wired and tested at £30 8s. Od.

The size is Sin, x 7Un. x J2in. and the weight
—9$lb. Technical specifications are as follows:

Vertical Amplifier: sensitivity . . . WOmV r.m.s.

per cm.' frequency response . . . 2c/s~3Mc/s ±
3dB: input impedance . . . 3'3Mt\ shunted br
20pF.

Horizontal Amplifier: sensitivity . . . WOtnV
r.m.s. per cm.; frequency response . . . 2c Is —
300kc(s ± 3dB: input impedance . . . WMQ
shunted by 20pF.

Timebase Generator: recurrent tvpe . . linear

sawtooth produced bv multivibrator; range . . .

20c Is — 200k /s in four steps; synchronisation . . ,

automatic lock-in circuit, using self-limiting syn-
chronising cathode follower; retrace blanking . . .

blanking amplifier provided, operates on all ranges.
General: valve complement . . . ECF80'}~\,

12AU7(4}, 12AX71), EZSO'l), and c.r.t, 3RPI.
medium persistence, green trace.

BEULAH TV CAMERA KIT
TTROM Beulah Electronics Ltd.. 126 Hamilton

Road, West Norwood. S.E.27. comes the
"Beukit" CCTV camera kit. The printed circuit

board has all the component positions marked on
it and a preformed cable harness reduces the
wiring time by nearly three hours.
Power consumption is approximately 15W: line

frequency 405-625 per sec.; frame frequency 21) per
sec; frame pulse width approximately 4 lines

duration and line blanking width approximately
18'<Sec at 405 lines. Modulated output is provided
The camera kit costs £40, the vidicon £12 and

on channels 1—5 in band 1.

The camera kit costs £40, the vidicon £12 and
the lens £13 19s.



ATTENUATORS
-THEIR FUNCTION AND DESIGN

by H. T. Kitchen

AN attenuator can be described as a device

which reduces the amplitude of an electrical

signal. Since a resistor impedes the flow of

current one could assume that this is all that would
be necessary, and to a certain extent, no more, one

would be quite right. Attenuators, however, can be

quite complex devices requiring considerably more
thought and ingenuity than one would at first

suppose, and it is hoped to present to the reader in

a simple form some of the factors and formulae

that have to be considered when designing an
attenuator.

RV
tooon

:

9V

R2-
ioon:

11 + 12

IV :R2

Fig. / (left)—Simple attenuator.

Fig. 2 (right)—Method of calculating component values.

The simplest practical attenuator is one consist-

ing of two resistors in series, as in Fig. 1. The
signal to be attenuated is fed across the two resis-

tors and the output, duly attenuated, is taken from
their junction, the degree of attenuation depending
on the relative values of Rl and R2. Thus if Rl=
lk.Q and R2= 100H and the input voltage= 10V,
the output voltage will be l/10th of the input, the

remaining 9/ 10th being dropped across Rl. The
total resistance of Rl + R2 will, of course, depend
on the source impedance into which the attenuator

will be connected. The degree of attenuation

afforded by Rl R2 is dependent upon the signal

current being zero. In other words it must work
into an infinite impedance such as the grid of a

valve. Where the flow of signal current is appre-

ciable, it will have to be taken into account when
calculating component values. Figs. 2 and 3 show
how to do this when calculating component values

for fixed value one step and two step attenuators

where Rl drops the total current II passed, R2
drops 12 + 13 and so on. Obviously this principle

can be extended indefinitely and although it is

included among attenuators it is probably of more
use when supplying the various anode and screen
requirements of a number of valves.

Potential Divider Extension

An extension of this simple type of potential

divider is shown in Fig. 4 and is commonly met in

many types of equipment, being used at the input
end of oscilloscopes and valve, voltmeters, and at the

output end of many audio oscillators and some
simple r.f. oscillators. Where the attenuation
required is in decimal fractions, nothing more than
mental arithmetic, aided perhaps by pencil and
paper, is required. For instance, if Fig. 4 was
required to have a total resistance RT of 1MO and
to provide attenuation factors of 10, 100 and 1,000,
we would start by assuming that RT = Rl + R2
•+• R3 + R4, and then calculate the value of R4.
Since RT = IMft and the attenuation factor "a" =

RT
1,000, R4 = = ikfl. R3, which is calculated

next is equal to
RT
100

II -i- 12* 13 SRI

— R4 which gives us

**o

> n

12*13 >R2

— :.-

13 &R3

Fig. 3 (ieft)—Calculating values for two-step ottenuotor.

Fig , 4 {right)—Commercial steprattenuQtor,
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1(1

in"
= lOkil - lkil = 9kll.

R3 is therefore 9kll. Similarly. R2 will be given by

RT
4(J

minus R (R3 -f R4) or 90kfl. Finally, Rt,

which is equal to RT minus R2 +- R3 •+ R4 or
900kJi. Added together they all add up to RT, and
in fact this is a useful check, for if all the individual
resistors calculated are found to be equal to RT the
chances are they are correct. Little accuracy would
be lost if R2. R3 and R4 were made 9-lkf}, 91k! 1

and 910kO, which are the nearest preferred values.
whilst lOkil. lOOk.Q and lMfl resistors could be
used where absolute accuracy was not of paramount
importance.

dB Losses

Although this method works well where decimal
fractions or other straight forward ratios are con-
cerned, the chances are that it will become time-

consuming and more than somewhat tedious if odd
ratios have to be calculated, such ratios not being
uncommon where the attenuator is desired to

provide a number of specific dB losses. In these

cases a table giving dB losses below unity can be of

the utmost importance since it allows resistance

values to be obtained as direct fractions of RT. Let
us suppose that an attenuator with RT = lOGfl is

required to provide a loss of 2dB. From our table

we see that 2dB corresponds to a loss of 0-794, so
that R2 would be equal to 79-4fi, leaving Rl at

20- 6ft: If Fig. 4 was required to provide three steps

of lOdB and have RT = 1,000ft, we would start by
finding the value of R4, which would be 31 -6ft.

R3 would be 684ft and R2 would be 216fi, leaving
Rl = RT — 3I6ft or 684ft, bearing in mind the
remarks previously made about subtracting R4 from
the" calculated value of R3 and R3 + R4 from R2.

For many applica-

tions such as z.f. or
low a.f. work this

type of attenuator is

quite adequate. It

has several inherent
characteristics which
may or may not prove
to be a disadvantage
for work where higher
frequencies are in-

volved. Perhaps the

most important of

these characteristics is

that its attenuation
varies with frequency
rendering an attenua-

7"

Ra; .1.ViSc
Fig. 5—Note the shunt

capacitance across R2.

tor calibrated at s c/s useless at y kc/s. Why this

should occur is readily explained by studying
Fig. 5, which shows the normal components Rl
and R2 plus a capacitor Pc in parallel with Rl, and
the dotted capacitor Sc in parallel with R2. We can
for the time being ignore Pc and concentrate on the
effect of Sc. At z.f. and low a.f. Sc has no effect

upon the attenuation afforded by Rl and R2 alone,

but as the frequency is increased the reactance of
Sc decreases more and more so that it increasingly
bypasses: the signal to earth. When we reach the

Vottage across Rl Pc /
/
/

Combined effect

Volts across R2 Sc

20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Frequency in kc/s

Fig. 6—Graph showing effects of shunt capocitance.

frequency at which the reactance of Sc is equal to

R2 the signal will have been attenuated by 6dB
compared to z.f. Now let us consider the effect of

capacitor Pc, which is deliberately added across Rl.
unlike Sc which is present in all circuits to some
extent, in the form of "strays". If by luck or skil-

ful management we can make Pc a particular value
we can counteract the effect of Sc and provide a

perfectly level response. This again due to the

decrease in Xc brought about by an increase in

frequency, so that Pc passes the precise voltage
" lost " by Sc. A level response will result when the

time constant of Rl X Pc = R2 x Strays, and
since the strays are variable Pc is usually a preset

trimmer capacitor.

Impedance

The second characteristic to be considered is

of impedance. The output impedance Zo will differ

from the input impedance Zl by a factor equal to

the attenuation ratio—but only when the load across

Zo is infinite, as explained earlier. In a multislip or

infinitely variable attenuator Zo will vary from

equal to Zl at zero loss to — which will be the
a

maximum ratio of attenuation.

The last characteristic of any significance con-
cerns balance, or rather, the lack of it. Since one
side of this type of attenuator is earthed or at least

at chassis potential, it follows that it will be un-
suitable for attenuating a signal balanced to earth.

Where such a signal has to be attenuated or it Is

necessary to maintain Zl = Zo a different form of

attenuator will have to be used. This is illustrated

in Fig. 7a, from which it will be seen that it com-
prises three resistors arranged as a " T " and, in

fact, this is the name it is commonly known by. It

fulfills the requirements of having Zl « Zo, but is

unbalanced. It is, however, easily converted for

balanced operation by the addition of two further

series resistors, Fig, 7b. When this is done all the

series (horizontal) resistors have half the calculated

values, the parallel (vertical) resistors being
unchanged.
An infinitely variable form of M T " is shown in

Fig. 7c, and comprises three ganged variable
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resistors. As the two series resistors increase in
value the parallel one decreases and vice versa, thus
maintaining Zl -= Zo. whilst providing intinne
attenuation.

CO

R5--R(a-1) R6 = R(-~>

Fig. 7—Different forms of attenuator networks.

A variation of the ordinary T is the bridged T
illustrated in Fig. 7d. Its primary advantage is that
only R5 and R6 have to be adjusted to vary "a",
the other two resistors being made equal to Zl and
Zo. These can therefore be permanently connected
into circuit and a simple two pole switch used for
selecting the desired attenuation ratios.

The - (pi) type attenuators illustrated in Fig. 8a
and 8b balanced and unbalanced, have somewhat
similar characteristics to the T .types already dis-
cussed so that a choice of either type will depend
upon personal taste tempered.', perhaps, by
experience.

Fixed Attenuation Rate

_
Although both the - and T types so far con-

sidered provide a fixed rate of attenuation it is often
desirable for this to be variable whilst still main-
taining Zl = Zo. This can be done quite easily by
arranging as many it's or "Ps as may be necessary,
' side by side " as in Fig. 9. It is absolutely
necessary to know whether - or T sections are to
be used, for adjustments have to be made to either
the series or parallel resistors, depending on which
configuration will be used. Where T sections are
to be used there will be two series resistors in
series, and with the - type there will be two parallel

resistors in parallel. Both legs can therefore consist
of a single resistor having half the calculated value,

.ere is a saving of components when this method

is used as opposed to the requisite number of
individual sections.

Although this form of attenuator is popt:

referred to as a constant impedance device it does
not, in fact, present a constant impedance, particu-
larly when the switch wiper is at the extreme ends.
This impedance change, however, is normally only
slight and in point of fact the ladder, as it is often
known, is almost certainly the most popular form of
attenuator for almost all a.f. and m.f. and many
v.h.f. oscillators. For v.h.f. and u.h.f. work specia-
lised forms of ladder are used in which the active
elements are screened from one another in Cast
aluminium boxes, to minimize leakage between
adjacent sections.

It is probably safe to say that the majority of
constructors build their attenuators around a rotary
-.witch having one or more poles, their number
depending on the type of attenuator used. The L
type would only need a single pole switch as would
the unbalanced T and - types. The balanced \-

of T's and s*s would, however, require a two pule
switch.

Switching Circuits

There arc other switching circuits which can
sometimes be more useful if not more elc

Instead of a rotary switch One could use a push
button system, or less elegantly, a number of i.

switches having double pole two way contacts. The
maximum attenuation would obviously depend on
the number of push buttons or toggle switches as
well as on the attenuation afforded by each switch.
Fig. 10 illustrates an attenuator, designed along
these lines, which provides a maximum rate of
attenuation of 7dB in ldB steps. When all the
switches are open there is no attenuation, dosing
51 brings in ldB, S2 brings in 2dB and S3 4dB. SI
+ S2 equals 3dB. SI + S3 equals 5dB, and
52 + S3 equals 6dB, whilst Si + S2 + S3 equals
7dB. Adding another 8dB section would give a

maximum of 15dB in ldB steps, and additional
16dB would give 3 ldB in ldB steps and so on.

( 2a) (a-1)

:

fig. S—t; type attenuators (a) balanced, (fa) unbalanced

This type of switching, particularly the toggle
switch, has one advantage over the rotary switch
particularly for r.f. work. With the rotary switch
leakage across adjacent sections renders precise
attenuation factors difficult to obtain, and this prob-
lem gets worse as the frequency is increased. Using
toggle switches, it is possible to isolate each from its

neighbour by means of careful screening and so
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Multisection T

Fig, 9 (above)—Multisection pi and T networks.

Fig. 10 (be/ow)—Switched attenuator (see text).

MB 2dB 3dB

reduce leakage to a manageable level. The last type

of attenuator to be considered is the highly

specialised piston or wave guide which is devoted

almost entirely to v.h.f. and u.h.f .
applications. The

principle of these is quite simple. Two concentric

tubes are arranged so that one slides in and out oi

the other, which is fixed. A transmitting element is

fixed to the static rube and a pickup element is fixed

to the moving tube so that they can be placed very

near to each other without actually touching, at

which point the maximum signal transfer takes

place- As the moving tube is withdrawn the dis-

tance between the elements increases and the signal

transfer decreases. A rack and pinion is commonly

used to drive the moving rube with a scale attached

to the knob used to turn the pinion calibrated m
dB's attenuator. A Faraday screen soldered to the

end of the moving tube which is earthed, is used to

prevent electrostatic pick-up whilst allowing the

desired magnetic pick-up to take place. Although the

principle is simple enough the mechanical con-

struction is often complex, requiring critical

machining if the attenuator is to function in the

intended manner. A few w thou " more or less can

cause mismatching at frequencies whose very wave-

length is extremely short, and since few construc-

tors will have the machining facilities necessary it is

not intended to dig too deeply into this type of

attenuator.

The Decibel

It would not, perhaps, be out of place to con-

clude this short discourse by a reference to that

much used-^and abused—unit, the decibel, particu-

larly for the benefit of the newcomer who may only

have a sketchy idea of what a dB is and what it

does. •

,

It is essential to remember that a dB is a ratio, a

ratio of something to something else, more concisely

volts, amps and watts, or fractions thereof. We

January, 1966

cannot therefore have an ampli-

fier with an output of just x dB,

but we can have an amplifier with

an output of x dB referred to

v dB, which is really the same

thing as saying that you put in so

much and get so much more out.

People who talk about outputs

without mentioning the reference

level are either hardened pro's

who assume everyone within ear-

shot is acquainted with the refer-

ence, or else they don't know
their dB's. It is definitely safer, if

not apparently so erudite, to

quote a reference level and so put

the issue beyond doubt.

For precise work, and in order

to be academically correct, it is

essential to know the input and

output impedances and these must

Jbs equal. VC'hv this should be can

best be illustrated by considering

an audio amplifier capable of

Zo delivering 5W across a 1511 resis-

tive load for an input of 1'5V

"across l-5Mfl. The impedance

levels have a ratio of no less than

10
s

: 1. In order to calculate the voltage gain (if any)

we will need to know the voltage developed across

the 15ft load at 5W andthis, of course, will be equal

to VWxR or V5 X 15 - 8-65V. The voltage gain

will therefore be equal to 8-65:1-5 or 155dB, which

is not particularly impressive and does not give a

true picture. This can be obtained if the impedance

levels are allowed for by using the formula

Eo Rl
20 log = 10 log 10

El R2
where Rl and R2 are the resistive elements of the

impedances. If the current gain is being measured

it will be equal to
10 K-Z

20 log 10 — + 10 log 10 .

11 Rl
Lastly dB are log functions multiplied by

addition and divided by subtraction.

LAST MINUTE GIFT PROBLEMS SOLVED

If youVe forgotten friends who are fellow T.V. enthusiasts you can

send them the Ideal Christmas gift now ... in a few moments ...a

year's subscription to PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

But hurry I You must act at once to make sure that the first

copies arrive in time for Christmas. Simply send your friends'

names and addresses, together with your own and remittance to

cover each subscription to the Subscription Manager (G.3),

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, Tower House, Southampton Street.

London, W.C.2. An attractive Christmas Greetings Card will be

sent in your name to announce each gift.

Rotes (including Postage) for One Year (12 issues).'—

U.K. and Overseas £1 9s, Od. U.S.A, $4.25.

To make sure of your own copy why not place a regular order with

your newsagent?
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LAWSON BRAND NEW CATHODE RAY TUBES
The rapidly increasing demand for a complete range of new tubes of the very
highest quality is now being met by the new Lawson "CENTURY
99" range of television tubes.

SPECIF!CATION?
The new "Century W" range of CRTs are the products of Britain's premier C.R.T. manufac-
turers. All types are exact replacements, manufactured to the original specification, but incorporating the very latest
design improvements to give superb performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life

"Century 99" C.R.T.S, available as direct replacements for the following makes and types
MULLARD MAZDA

MW43 69
MW43,64
WW36/24
MW3I 74
MW3I 16
MW43 80
MW36 44
MWS3/80
MWS3 20
MW43 43
MW4! J

AWS9-9I
AW59-90
AW53-89
AW53-88
AWS3.8D
AW47-9

1

AW47-93
AW43-89
AW43-88

AW43-80
AW36-80
AW36-2I

CRMI2I
CRMI23
CRMI22
CRMI24
CRMI4I
CRMI42
CRMJ43
CRMI44
CRMIS2B
CRMIS3
CRMI7I
CRMI71
CRMI73
CRM2H
CRM2I2
CMEMI
CMEI402
CMEI702
CMEI703
CMEI705

CMEI706
CMEI90!
CMEI902
CME1903
CMEI906
CME2IQI
CME2I04
CME230I
CME2302
CME23Q3
CME2306

12"

14"

17'

I9"-2I

£4.10.0

£5.10.0

£5.19.0

£7.15.0

Terms;

C.W.O.
cod.

Carr. and
Ins. 8'6

CI2FM CI7SM 4/14
CI4FM CI9 7A 4 15
CI4GM CI9. I6A 4/ 1 SG
CI4HM CJ9 I0AD 5-2
CHiM CI9AH 5 2T
CI4LH CI9AJC S3

5 3TCI 4PM C2I/IA
CI7IA C2I7A I4KP4
CI74A C21AA I7ARP4
CI7SA C2IHM I7ASP4
CI77A C2IKM I7ATP4
CJ7AA C2INM 2ICJP4
CI7AF C2ISM SE 14/70
CI7BM C2ITM SEI7 70
CI7FM C23-7A
CI7GH C23-TA
CI7HM C23AG
CI7JM C23AK
CI7LM
CI7PM

EHISCOPE 4 EHITRDN ^gSg,,™^
I4IK
17 IK
I72K
I73K
2I2K
6901

A

7 1 02A
720 1 A
7203A
7204A
7205A
740IA
7405A
7406A
7S0IA
7S02A
7503A
7504A
760 1

A

770IA

DOUBLE GUARANTEE
All tube* fully guaranteed for 12
months and are supplied with a full

money back guarantee if you are not
delighted with their performance.
Complete fitting instructions supplied

LAWSON TUBES
STATION ESTATE, MALVERN,
Offices end Enquiries:

2 PEACHFIELD CLOSE.
MALVERN WELLS,
MALVERN 2100

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS

SPECIAL OFFER 38 CHALCOT RD, MTJLLARD BY1W KIDOET SILICON BECTIF1EBS
HaJUrd PCF801 win.

tuhel A" BOOtis

c,™ advertised »r(

if stock

Output 250v. at , imp.

t& per dMcn post {in Nearest
Chalk

Primrose
9090

No large r than a shir; buttoa

6/8 eaeh

0*3 5/9 SCW4 til- I0P13 12/- 30PU1 9/6 DIM S/S'ECM-l 5/9 EL95 a/- KTwaa 5/a PLSi 6 '9 UBS 5/9 CFW 6/9 OAS1 3/-
BBS 6/- ods 9/6 .1111*14 11/6 SSCS S/3IO170 6/- Bcasa ti/8 K l.l.~. 13/6 , KTV, 83 5/6 PLtf2 S/3 L'2» S/BVK-iJ 9/- (JA2210 7/6
OZ4GT 4/ a SB1 9/6jl2AOtt 8/8 BSLUHT 6/-|n.M71 9/9, ecum e/e;KM34 11/6 .4ItlD4 7/6 PLS3 6/- L'2d 7/6 1, F¥9 5/6 OCIS 25/-
IBS 9/8 6F18 3/9 12ALW 6/6 35«'4 4/ejm'ii! 6/P ECLS0 S/8 EM71 lfi/9 i MHL11012/6 PLS4 8/3 C31 6/8 I.L41 7/- OCM 22/-
IKj «/- 6939 9/8 12AE<) 8/- 33Z3 18/2UYsr 7/6 EC 1.^2 1/6 KMSO 8/3 !

HC12 144/6 1 PLSOU 15/9 CM 18/6 CUjI 5/6 Ui-2^ 12/-
MH 3/3 «F24 10/8,l!iAH)j 10/8 3324MT 4/6'ESOK 24/- BCLS3 8/9 BMS1 ;/- N -:- 10/8 PMs 9/3 C3i 16/6 L Ml 17/6 OCS6 61-
IT* 2/3 U7G 4/6 liATii 4/8 SSZStJT 6/9 ESSr' 247- Ei ;.-; 8/- liiIS4 6/- -V7S 28/-:PX4 9/- car 29/- CM34 17/6 OC2* 23/-
2091 &h 6K7G 1/3 13AIT6 5/9 S03f 6/6 i

B83CC 13/6 EFS2 a/e K.Mss 8/B1MO8 28/8[PY3l 8/9 C4S 15/6 CM Hi 8/3 OC89 16/6
:X.2 3/- 8KSG 3/3 12AV0 fi/9 5OC0 6/6 1 El SOP 19/6 EF30 3/t EM87 7/8 PAUCS0 8/9IPY32 8/9 V7d 1/8 1 C 11/- UC33 9/B
3AS 8/9 fiKSGTAJH/B 12BA6 6/3 50JUSOT 8/- EA30 1/6.EF3.A 7/- 88 31 10/»!P61 2/6 PYSy 8/9 C191 9/6 l'C8 14/- 0(;38 21/83Q6GT 8/9 seas 84/- 15BE6 4/9 72 6/6 EABI.NO 5;9 EF39 bi- Y.\l 5/6 PCS6 9/9!pY«U 4/9 C251 9/- CY1S 10/3 0C41 8/-
334 4/* 6L6GT 7/3 J12B11; 6/- SaA2 8/8 EAF42 7/9 EK40 8/9 KY81 7/3 PC88 VI- PY~1

9/3 PC95 6/9; PY*2
5/- 17282 13/3 CY21 9/- OC44 4/9

tvi 5/- 8L7GTM 5/6 12J7UT 7/3 . 9iM.il 67/6 f.H:.4 1/- BF4J 6/6.EVS3 4/9 C3iil 11/- IYI1 5/- m:« 3/6
tA*ax 8/8 01,18 10/-H2K5 10/-t90AV U7/6 BB41 4/9IEF42 3/9|K.Y«4 9/6 , PCV7 6/9 i PYrt3 5/6 0464 6/- I Y-5 4/9 UCW 32/6
6g4G 4/6 tii.U'jo B/« 19AQ5 7/3 SH'l'l 18/- BB91 2/3 BFSO 2/6 EY80 S/6IPCCS4 6/8;PY8fl 7/3 I" Sn| 15/- Vl'J 14/6OC0B 25;-
SV4G 8/- 8F28 11/6 •ioiJi io/- ! 90CU #8/-!eb*.:s3 6/-IBF80 4/8|B¥SS 8 /B

|
PC<:65 6/9 , PYSOU 5/9 141120 e/e VP4B 12/- OC7u 6/8

iYHL-T 4/9 6Q7U 4/S •J0F-2 U/8 SOOV 42/- BBOtl 6/6 BP83 •JSBYB1 8/- Pees* 10/6 rv-i-ii 7/6 EJABC8 5/6 VIM 1,5 5/8 0C71 3/6
:/.: fl/B 6BTO 6/3 20L1 12/- ! 'SOBS 16/6'EHC-l

: i . 4/6 K240 5/8 1*CC*9 11/6 •PZau 9/6 LAP43 7/- vi:i.> 4/9 OC72 8/-
3Z4G 7/B

5/9
U3K7GT 4/8
0$tL7GT 4/8

20PI 12/6 1 807 11/9! F.BFO
7/6 1

F.BF«i3 7/3 EF89
B/6BB41
4/3lEZ«)

6/3 PCC1S9 10/-
3/9iPC>'80 8/6

QQVOS/ld CB41 10/6 W107
6/3JW729

10/0 OC73
17/6 0074

16/-
>, v.-; 20P3 18/- 5793 35/- I. BC4 1 8/-
I1AC7 3/- 6S7GT 4/6 20P4 13/- 747.1 2/9 BBF89 5/9 EP41 3/-JEKS1 4/8 PCFSa 6/- QVQtr 7/- LBl'M 8/31X41 10/- Oi ,- 8/-
AAU7 6/9 SU4GI 8/fl 20P5 11/6 AOSPEN4/9IEB1.21 10/3 ! 1 92 2/e tii::jR 14/6 1 PCF84 8/8 R10 15/- CBPBO 5/6 X«6 7/3 0( -7

>j 8/6
6AQ5 5/9 8V8G 3/8 25Lfi 4/9 AZ31 9/6 EC'.-. :>. 12/8 Er-95 4/9 GZS4 10/-JPCF88 8/3 K17 17/6 CBFssi - 12/-
txve 3/6 6X4 3/9i25Z4G 8/B AX41 B/atECTO 4/9 EF<t7 10/- QZS7 14/6 PCF301 8/9 BIS 9/8-CBL21 10/9 Jf«S bl- OC7> 8/-
SACS 5/9 BX5GT S/3 SSZ6QT 8/- BSS 4/B|EC92 6/8 KPM 9/9 11AB C'so 9/3 PCF ~02 1 /- E 1» 6/9 jCC*) 8/3 v.-.y- 7/3 1 >i.-< 1 4/-
6AV6 6/8 • sola 8/9 30C16 10/- CBL1 12/- ECC31 7/3|EF133 ~/3;llL41DD (PCFSOJ 9/3 S130 22/6 UCC84 %!.' I'tm titlBrt \UC8 ID 4/-
<JBA6 4/8 7Bti 1E/8 SGU17 11/B CLftLi 11/8 E(.-C40 7/.BF184 6/6! 12/6 ' PCF84W 12/9 SP41 «/- CCCS5 6/6:nnrt tttoden IOC82 10/-
SBB6 4/3 7B7 9/8j3(H;lS 9/3'CY31 3?9 El'l »] S/6IKH90 e/S'ML4SI)U 1 PCLS2 6/fl HP61 2/. 1 CCF80 6/3 AF1H2 27/8 OOS8 6/-
6BIC0 5/3 7C5 8/- * 30F5 7/3 DAM8 8/- ECCS2 4/61EK32 MM 12/6 PCLS3 8/8

25/- PCL.34 7/6
SC25 27/2 troaai sz-'atih . 8/-

t'.U.I.i 5/8 7C8 6/9 '30FH 9/3 D1J41 uys boos 4/6 BLSJ 3/8 BK809 T41 BI- CCH42 8/-'AFll.-> L6Y6 OClr 1 8/8
0Btj7A 7/8 7H7 6/9 ISDLIS 10/3 DFiiB IS/- ECCS4 5/0 KL3L< 6/6 HVK2 8/9 PCUfl B/6 TH^33 6/9 CCH-l 6/8 AC :i.i 10/- <KH71 9/-
6BE7 E/8 7F.7 l£/6 1 SOU 7 11/6 DF94 8/- EUC9.) 5/9IEL34 9/9 I1VH2A 8/9 PCL8« 8/9 I-Y8SB U/8|CCUK2 7/3 AF117 5/6 OCl'71 27/<:'.

ijuk* 8/- 7Y4 6/- 30P4 12/-IDP97 10/- EtX'SS 8/9!ei.ss 8/9 KT33C 6/- VES 41 7/- uio 8/-|t'Cl:S3 B/3 AF 27 9/6; .MA 11 !' fit6BW6 7/8 BBW8 9/8 SOP 12 7/6 DH101 2S/- ECVPl 3/- F. 1.41 7/- KTStf 29/1 PEX45DD Via 14 7/6ICF41 6/9 ; OA7u S/-HAT101 8/6
0BW7 S/- 10C1 8/9 S0P19 lS/.iDHlO* 16/11

' BCC1B9 11/6 KIv48 7/9 KT41 6/8 12/- Dl« 15/-ICF42 4/9 CAM 3/- Ma''
6C9 10/9 IOCS 12/- I SOPLI B/8:DK9-2 8/- K9 M 7/3 ELM 8/3 KT44 5/-PES4-J 4/- 'CI .-•_'!. 6/8 CF'H 6/3 oa:si 3/- MAI 12 8/6
8CD6G 18/-W 10F1 10/- 30PL13 10/6 DK*;

9/8 i30PL14 11/3'l>L7y
6/3 El. Si

10/- : EL»4
10/-iEJ.M
6/- EL8B
8/- KT.SU

6/9 KT61
4/6 KTB3
7/6 KT66
7/3 KTJJB
3/6 KTW61

lil'RK 10LDH 15/-Iecbw
Ofif * fc .> vj".* 1 y/a
3/9 PFL3OO80/S

12/3 PL33 9/-
28/- VLSii BI-
4/9 1 PL3* 18/-

All pi>L«l3 are new tim quality hrauiW only
gfftbjeot to itiakera* full guamiUt'e. We di ivit fis

tti&iiuiiu.'tuj'ere' aecotids or rej^cu. vhk-h are
described as "new and tested" but wbn-li by
liniited and unreliable life. Complete taml'^i
over ll/LMv calves uttuallj In utoek, with rests

an' 1

nrU
>Jl /

.

Terms
Packing
Any p

ol bu

Sd.

9lnes!i—l.'«t with order. Postage/
per Item. Orders over £5 poet free.
IGsored against damage in transit
extra. All orders despatched on da?

ECB31
BCB36
ECU 42

Pbr 011I5 We regoire tor prompt cujb settlemeDt all types Pi 1
.

Oif receipt, \

Hoc—VtL a s.ia—5 ma.
e.

Sat*. 9 *jtt.—1 1)JH.

t*1im, ioos* or boxed, but BUST
made by tctiuu.

»t m*. Oflen eondeiuers, tranttonvera, satoropbenea, speaker-,
metal reutmers with terma at bwatisss, f*V pCM tree
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• RE5CREENED
• RE-ALU Ml NISED

Regular buyers of Su/foffc

and Midland. Tubes have

learnt to rely on their out-

standing quality. Every

Tube guaranteed 12

months with proved per-

formance and Reliability,

PRICES FROM £4.10.0 EACH
The largest independent rebuilders

in the U.K.

I BBC2 (625 LINE) TV AERIALS

Mast Mountine Arrays, 9 element 45/*:

wide spaced high gain, 11 element 55/-: 14

element 62/8. Wall MuuntinK with
Cranked Arm 9 element 60,'-: wide spaced,
hieh rain, 11 element 67(6' 14 element.
75/-. Chimney Array* Complete, 9 ele-

ment 72/-; wide spaced liig-h sain. 11 ele-

ment 80/-: 14 element 87/6. Loft Arrays,
7 olement 32/8: wide spaced Msli gain 11

element, with Tlltinc Arm, 62/6: 14 ele-

ment 70/-. All liirti Kain units have
spfi'lal Multi-rod Reflector. Low IO»s
co-axial cable 1/6 per yard. VHP tran-
sistor pre-amps from 75/-,

BBC ' ITV • F.M. AERtALS
B.B.C. (Banil 1) Tele-
scopic toft 21/-. External
S/D 30/-.
I.T.V. (Band 3). 3 Ele-
ment loft array 25/-
e!emenr35/-.Wall mount-
in?. 3 element 35/-- F

element 45/-. _
Combined B.B.C./I.T.Y
Loft 1 + 3, 41/3: 1-5 48/9:
Wall mounting 1 + 3 56/3:
l +5. 63/8; Chimney l +3.
63;°: 1+5. 71/3.
VHF ttans Istorpre-amps
from 75/-.

F.M. (Band «L Loft S/D 12/6. "H", 30/-
3 element, 52/6. External units available
Co-ax cable 8d. yd.. Co-ax plugs. 1/3.
Outlet boxes 4/6. Dlplexer Crossover
Boxes, 12/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D. P. & P. 4/6.

Send 6«L stamps for illustrated lists.

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (DeptP.T.)

27 Central Parade, New Adding ton,

Surrey. LOP 2366

BEGINNER'S GUIDE

TO ELECTRIC

WIRING
J. H. M, Sykes. Assoc. I.E-E.

The book is written for the beginner,

who, nevertheless understands the

use of tooL. It covers che complete
design and layout of electrical installa-

tions likely to be needed especially on
domestic premises, although che same
principles apply to shops, small work-
shops, and similar buildings.

It is hoped that this book is different

from most "do-it-yourself" books and
articles on electric wiring, as it is

written from the point of view of an

electrical engineer. At all times the
basic principles regarding safety and
reliabiFty are rightly stressed, as well

as the need to follow the guidance of

the i.E.E. Wiring Regulations.

Among the other aspects of installa-

tion practice dealt with are: outdoor
wiring, cupboard door switches,

connections to under-floor electric

heating installations, connections to

warm-air central heating and air-

conditioning plant, dimmer*, burglar-

alarm circuits, baby-alarm circuits,

and electricity in the greenhouse and
the garden.

II'-7i x Sin., 81 diagrams.

/ust published by

NEWNES

NEW VALVES!
Guarantetio SM Tested

24 HOUR SERVICE
1R5, 135. 1T4 3S4. 3V4, DAF91. DF91, DK91
DL92. DL94. SET OF 4, 14/-.

DAF96. DF96, DK96, DL96, SET OF 4, 23/6.

IRS 4/- EB91 1/9 PL36 8/8
1S5 3/3 EBC41 6/3 PL81 878

EBF80
EBF89
ECC31
hICCs..

ECH3S
."

ziCHb;

1T4
3S4
3V4
6K7G
t,KK0
6Q7G
6V6G
I0C2
20L1
20P3
20P4
20P5.
30FL1
30L15

1/9
4/3

.
5/-
1/3
3/3
5/6
3/-

11/-
11/-
10/6
13/-
11/6
9/3
9/9

5/9 PL82
5/9 PL83
3/3 PL84
4^6 PY32
4/6 PY33
5/3 PY80
5/9 PY81
5/9 PY82
7/9 PTO3

5/-

5/11
6/-

8/6
8/6
4/8
5/-

4/9
5/3

5/6 PYSO0 5/11
ECL80 5/11 U25
ECLB2 6/6 U26 8/6

9/6
10/6
14/96/9 U801

4/3 UABC80 5/-

4/6 UAF42 6111
6/6 TJBC41 8/-

4/3 UBP80 5/6
2/6 UBF39 5/9

UCC84 7/11
6/-

fh

ECL86 8/- U191
EF39 3/6 U301

30PL13 10/- EF41
35LSGT 5/6 EF80
CL33 8/8 EF&5
DAC32 6/9 EF8G
DAFS1 3/3 EF89
DAF66 5/11 EF91
DF33 7/6 EL41
DF91 1/9 EL84 4/6 UCCBS
DP96 5/11 EY51 5/11 UCF80 B/3
DK32 7/- EY86 5/6 UCH42 7/-

DK91 4/- EZ40 5/6 UCH81 6/-

DK92 7/9 EZ80 3/9 UCL82 7/-

DK96 6/3 EZB1 4/3 OCL83 9/-

DL33 6/6 FCC84 5/6 UF41 6/8
DL3S 4/9 PCCB9 fi/6 UF89 5/6
DL92 4/3 PCF80 6/3 UL41 71-

BLS4 5/- PCF82 5/9 ULfl4 5/9
DL96 5/11 PCF805 8/- UY41 3/11
DY86 6/3 PCL32 6/3 UY85 4/9
DY87 7/3 PCL33 8/6 \V77 1/B
EABC80 5/8 PCL84 7/6 ZT7 2/6

Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or
more, postage 6d. per valve extra. Any
parcel Insured against damage in transit

6rt, extra.
Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON

LONDON N.I6
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TRADE MARKS
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THE TRADE MARK ULTRAMATIC.
ktioD for registrator! of which

iias been made (under No. 8DS057! in
respect of electrical and electronic
apparatus and instruments included
in class 9: radar, wireless, television,
"elegraphic. '.elecoiamunication. sound
ecording and sound reproducing
nstruments and apparatus and parts
and fltUn^s included In class 9 of all
-he aforementioned goods was
assigned on the lOMi Julr. :964, bv
Q&tTa Electric 'Holdings* Limited, of
A* .stern Avenue, Acton, London, W.3.
to Ultra Radio and Te} evasion
Limited, of Telerision House, 2&>
field End Road. Eastoot*. Ru:*iif.
Middlesex. WITHOUT THE OOOO-
WILL OP THE BUSINESS IN WHICH
IT WAS THEN IN USE.

MISCELLANEOUS

KATES: 5/. per fine op part
thereof, average five word* to line,
minimum •; lines. Box \n. if- extra,
Advertisifrot-in- must *ie prepuhl
and addressed to Advertisement
Mimcor, "Practical Television",
Tower House. SoutLamPI011 Street,
London V\ jCS.2,

SETS & COMPONENTS
fcontinuedj

TV
SETS

NOT
WORKING
CALLERS
ONLY

30'-

EACH
OR 20 FOR £20

20 PALMERSTONE ROAD,
EARLEY. READING. BERKS.

THIS MONTH'S SCOOP!
To clear

NEW CRMI53 MAZDA
£1.19.6 plus carriage

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 Battersea Bridge Road, S.W.I I

CONVERT ANY TV SET into aa
Oscilloscope. Instructions and dia-
grams 11-6. REDMOND. 42 Dean-
close. Port.slsde, Sussex.

SETS & COMPONENTS

OLYMPIC II TV. S.A.E. for Itemised
pric* list. AJAX ELECTRONICS, :3a
ftumbola Road Fulham. S.W.6.

TUBES, AERIALS, VALVES
U.HJ. aerials. Bands 1, II & III aerials.
U.H.F. transistorised boosters. I.T.V.
roosters. Regunned T.V. tubes. Valves, etc.
Mew and second-hand T.V. sets. TranOstoi
Radios and all types of Electrical Appli-
ances. Quotations without obligation
Coaxial, cable, fluorescent l%ht fittings
all at special prices to the trade and Home
Engineers. S.A.E. for list.

G. A. STRANGE
BRO.ADFHH.D, \ORTU VVHAXHALL.
nt . ( irippenham, Wilts. Tel. Marsh field 236

STOP
FULLY GUARANTEED

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
NEW FROM STOCK

}55'-

W-

MULLARD BYIOO!
WITH 25 ohm limiting resistor
ONLY •'-! (Guaranteed) Mail Only
ALSO: NEW EF80, ECC8I, EBF89 5'. I

BRAND NEW TUBES:
12* SO'-; 14' mostly 60'-. Mail only,

MS E. A, JOHNSON (lists)

12 PANK AVENUE. New Barnet

BRAND NEW TUBES! 13 months'
guarantee (not rebuilt).

CRM 124 MW3174 etc.

AW36.80. CME 1402
AW43/88, MW4369 «c.

50'-

60 -

«'-

SKCO U26 TYPES—state model
PYE 200 and 400

EKCO U15 TYPES—state model
FERGUSON 306-308
GEC 3743-8426 Etc
HMV I865-IS69 I

AUTO TRANSFORMERS
0-1 10/ 120-230/250
50 Watt 14'- 150 Watt 30'-

HEATER TRANSFORMERS
240 Volt Primary 6.3v Sec or'Sv
f amp 4'- 2 amp '-
3 amp 10'- 4 amp t*'-

ISOLATINC TRANSFORMERS
200-250 volt* Primary 1 50 Warn SO'-
We manufacture all types of Transformers.
Post & Packing 4/- S.A.E. all enquiries

WITWORTH TRANSFORMERS LTD.
2* All Saints Road, North Kensington,

W.lf. Telephone: oAY 9071

Free lists valves, tubas! Carriage 12/6

P. BEARMAN, • Potters Road
New Barnet, Herts. Tef. 8AR 1934

GUARANTEED Ideal for any recorder.

^P" A O C World Famous make.
I AKJT C r H ICES SLASHED

APPROX. HALF PRICE!
By enormous purchase we can offer you fully
tensilised Polyester/Mylar and P.Y.C. tapes
of Identical Hi-Fi wide range recording
characteristics as top grade tapes. Quality
control manufacture. Not substandard in any
way. TRY one lor TOURStLF. THET arc
TRULY WORTH A FEW MORE COPPERS.

STANDARD PLAT
3" ISO' 2'3 3"
4- 300' 4*4 4"
5" 600' 7'* S'

5i* 900' IQ'6 SJ-
7" 1200' I3'6 T

LONG PLAY
3' 225' 2'9

450
900

DOUBLE PUT
300'
600'
1200'
1800'
2400'

4'-

8'-

IS'.

If*
27'-

W 1200'
7" 1800'

5 6

I0'6
13'-

186

Postage I (- per reel.

Post free and less 5°,

TRIPLE PUT
4" 900* 13'-
5" 1800' 25'-

5J" 2400' 34'-
7" 3600' 44'-
QUADRUPLE PLAY

3" 600' 8'-

on three.

Trade and quantity enquiries welcomed

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.
Alt Mail Orders to Brighton please.
II. 12 North Road, Brighton 67999
350 352 Fratton Road, Portsmouth 22034
72 East Street, Southampton 25851

TEUVKION TUBE SHOP
The

NEW TUBE Specialists

AW36.20.2I £5.12.6
AW36-80 £5, 7.*

AW43-60 £6. 7.6
AW43-88, 43-89 £6. 12.6
AW47-90, 91 £7. 10.0
AW53-80 £7.12.6
AW53-88, 53-89 £7.17.6
AW59-90, 59-9! £9.10.0
C14BM, FM £5.15.0
C17BM, FN, HM £6. 7.6

CJ7LM,PM,SM £6.12.6
C2( HM,SM,TM £7.17.6
CMEI402 £5.17.6
CMEI702, 1703.... £6.12.6
CMEI705 £7. 7.0
CME19Q1, 1903 £7.10.0
CME2JQI £8. 7.6
CRM93 £5.10.0
CRMI24 £5.10.0
CRMI4I,2,3,4 £5.17.6
CRMI52, 153 ..£4. 0.0
CRMI7I,2,3... £6, 7.6
CRM2I 1,212 £7.17.6
MW6-2 £6.17.6
MW22-I6 £5. 2.6
MW3I-I6.74 £4.17.6
MW36-24.44 £5, 2.6
MW43-64.69 £6.7.6
MW43-80 £6. 7.6
MW53-20 £7.12.6
MW53-80 £7.12.6
T90IA £6.12.6
I4KP4AJ4IIC £5.12.6
I7IK, I72K, I73K £6. 7.6
490IA £6.19.6
720IA.7230A £5.12.6
7204A £5.10.0
740IA £6. 7.6
7405A ....£6.1X4

Mani/focturers* Reprocessed Tubes
available at £1 each less than
the above prices.

All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months.

!

CARRIAGE 10'-, via BR.S. or
|

15'- via passenger train. Add 2/6

j

for Comprehensive Insurance.

[

TERMS £2 down (plus carriage)
balance £1 per month.

Midland Stockists:—
Amateur Electronics Co.
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham,

TElfVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

;

LONDON S.W.I I. BAT 6859

I JUST SOUTH OF THE BRIDGE
I OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 4 p.m
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SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued >

TV SPARES, fully guarant'd. Makers
parts. Telephone orders sent same
day COD. L:ne O.P. Trans.. Mu-rpiiy
V240 250, 79/6; V270'280. 89 G; Ekco
T311. 330, 221, 23'., 32? series and
Pve VT4, etc., all 62/6. Most types
stocked. Send S.A.E. for quote. Add
4'- p.p. EkCO 'Ferr. Plastic Hsgs. 15'-.

KINGS (ORPINGTON) LTD.. 8 Cray
Parade Main Road. St. Paul's Cray,
Kent. Orpington 30566.

A.I POST FREE BARGAINS
Stock clearance of reclaimed valves

B3S 3/- PCJ.SM 4/- CF42
KBtt If9 l«CI.S3 S/3 UCB42
EB91 Bd..PES46 1/8 ITL40
KBF30 3/6 PLM 2/6 B63
ECCS2 87-{PL83 S/- 266
ECFSO 4/3jPLfi3 2/- liFl

Et'7,80 l/fllPi'Sll 1/3SF13
EF42 S/SlPYSa 4/6 6FI4
EF8G SdJPYsO 1/6AF15
F.F85 4/B'PYSl 1/9 6K2S
EL-W 4/3 PYS3 1/8 6L1
KT33C 2f3 P230 1/9 6L15
KT36 3/3 T41 4/66L19
LC3 2/- L-Sl 3/3 61D20
N37 3/- fJSl 3/9 6P3S
SS39 12/6 'US 29 S/BtiP-JB

PCFSO 2/-IUB41 3/ea,'30L2

EFSU S/- doz. BCLSO IE/- doz.

EB91 5/- dos. PY82 12/- doi.

1/BlOCl
5/-:iOC2
5/6 10P13
3/-II0P14
3/B20DI
1/-120F2
2/9 201.1
£/9j'->0Fl

3/-'-'<lP3

3/f'3QF5
3/S 3GFL1
8/- 30PLI

12/6 30P12
4/3 1SSBT
2/9 PCCS4
4/8 KTW63 2/-

2/9KTZ63 3/B

PCF80 18/- doz.
PLS3 18/- do*.

A. I RADIO COMPONENTS
14 The Borough, Canterbury, Kent

" HEATHKITS" can now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACE-
MENTS LTD.. 126 Hamilton Road.
West Norwood, S.E.27. GIPsv Hill 6166.

R. & R. RADIO & TV
SERVICE

44 MARKET STREET
BACUP, Lanes. Telephone! 465

6FI3 Aib PY32 «-- 30PI2 SI-

6K2S 10'- 6F15 5/- 6LI8 Alt,

6'30L2 5'- 6U4gt SI- 98W6 V-
E8F80 Sf- EB9I I'- 6FI 2'6

EF9I 2'6 EBFS9 S'- EF80 I '6

ECC32 4t. EF85 5'- ECLS0 4'-

20P3 Sf- EY86 4'- 30F5 6 -

30PLI 5/- 20P4 7/6 PL36 7'e

PCC84 41- PL38 6T- PL82 4/-

PCL83 5'- PCF80 4/- PY83 5'-

PL83 4'- PL8I 5/- U30I 6/-

PZ30 S'- PY8I 3'6 I0PI3 5/6

I0FI V. usor 7/6 20F2 5/6

I0PI-4 SI- I0LOII 5'- 20P5 6/6

20DI 2'- 20Li s/- 30P4 7'6

3QFLI 6/6 20PI 6/6 PY82 S'-

Post 6d. per valve. Three or more
post free. Ex used Equip,

Turret Tuners ex TV as removed,
8'-, post 2/9.

Line output transformers, scan
coils, etc. State make and model
No, with all enquiries.

Fireball Tuners, as removed I4'6,

Selected Tuners, 18'- post 2/9.

Ekco Line output shrouds, 8'-

incl. post.

TV Transistor pre-amps, Band I,

2 and 3. £3.17.6. post paid.

Model B4S, covering an/ ten chan-

nels in Band 4 or 5, £4.5.0, post paid.

State clearly the channel you require.

SETS & COMPONENTS
/ continued >

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD., I

lara^s: stockists oi TV components in
i

rtie" U.K. Line Output Transformers.
|

Frame Output Transformers, Deflec-
tor Coils for most makes. Official
soli: suppliers for many set makers,
Same Dav Despatch Service. Terms:
CG.D, or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for
quotes. Dav and Night Telephone:
GIPsy Hill 6!66. 126 Hamilton Road,
West Norwood.

WANTED
^ continued,;

STOP
FULLY GUARANTEED L.O.P.T.

REWINDS
We can rewind ALL makes except
Oil Filled or Fully Encased type

A few of the types are listed below.
ALL AT 50'-

PHILIPS 1768 to l7TGI00«c.
STES.LA86I7 to 1007 etc.

Above types should be sent complete.
PYE V4 to 700 etc.

Also Frame Output Transformer Rewinds.

S.A.E. Enquiries P & f 4,'-, C.O.D. 67-

WITWORTH TRANSFORMERS Ltd.
26 All Saints Road, North Kensington
W.I I Telephone: BAY 9071

FOR SALE

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
Send I/- for samprfe and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKERS, 75a Godwki Street,
Bedford 1.

HAMMEKITE
HAMMER PATTERN BEOSH PAINT FOE

PANELS AND BOXES
* THE PATTERN 13 ES THE TIN *

ALL YOU DO IS BRUSH IT ONt
2ioi. tins 8/6 i gallon 36/-*

J pint 7/6 1 eailon 58/-*

1 pint 16/- ('sent by road)

Carriage: Orders up to 5/-, 9d.; up to 10/-, 1/9;

15/- and over 2/9.

Colours: Blue, 8Bver or Metallic Black,

Return oi post service. Moo, to Fri.

From your component scop or dlx«ct from tne
manufacture r

;

FINNIGAH SPECIALITY PAINTS (PT)

Hickley Square. Stooksfield, Norlhumberlsud
Phone: Stot-ksiield 22S0

500 TELEVISIONS, not working, from
5/*. Callers only. 39 Whiteiiorse
Lane. El. Opposite Stepney Green
Station,

METAL RECTIFIERS
REC-riFlEES—CONTACT COOLED
14RA1282 <FC101) type 2-50 v.. 250 mA. 13/6;

EC1. 13/-; FC119. 7/6; 14EA/1283 (FCS1) see Silicon.

RECIIFIEBS—FIN TYPES
Eouivs. for RM4 13/6; KM5 17/6; 14A9S9 18/6;
l4At« 10/6; HA97 11/6; EK2 15/-; EK6 16/-;

UA649 19/-; LW15 19/-; L-W7 167-; 14A100 19/-;

I.'Wiav, LA 6/-; 3A 7/-; 4A 10/6.

SILICON TV 8/-, or iritn instr, resistor-condenser,

7/6.

MULTIMETERS Irom 88/-.

St&niped envelope lor lull latest selection ana
bargain offers in cheap meter?. Radios, Baby Alums.
Inter-eoms and tVaikie-Talkies,

Undit, SI P. A P. 0d., over *1, Post Free.
NO C.O.D.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175 DOEEAM ROAD, BRADFORD 6. YORKSHIRE

WANTED
NEW VALVES WANTED , . . EY51.
EY56, PL81, PCC84, PCFSO, PCL82,
PCL83. PY81. R19, 30P19, U25, etc.

Best cash prices by return. DURHAM
SUPPLIES, 175 Durham Road.
Bradford 8, Yorks.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased.
HAMILTON RADIO, Western Road,
St. Leonards, Sussex.

URGENTLY WANTED; New. modern
VaKfS. Transistors. Radios. Cameras
Tape Recorders and Tapes. Watches
Tools, aay quantity. 3. N. willetts
16 New Street West Brom'Wicih
Staffs. Tel. 2392.

DAMAGED AVO METERS WANTED
Models 7 and 8. Any condition,-- A-n>
Quantity. HUGGETT-S LTD., 2-4

Pawson's Road, West Croydon.

A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
surplus brand new Valves and Tran
sisters. R.H.S., Beverley House
Mann-ville Terrace, Bradford 7,

EDUCATIONAL

THE INCORPORATED PRACTI
TIONERS IN RADIO AND ELEC
TRDNICS (I. P. R.E.J LTD. Member
ship Conditions booklet 1/-, Sampi
copy of IP.R.E Official Journal 2/

post free. Secretary. Dept. C, 32 Kid
more Road, Caversham, Reading
Berks.

SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio. TV, 5,000

models- List 1 '-. S.A.E enquiries
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston

SERVICE SHEETS (75,0001, Ah each
Callers welcome. ALWAYS OPEN
5 South Street. Oatenshaw, Bradford

SERVICE SHEETS
4'- each, plus postage

We have the largest supply of Ser

vice Sheets for all makes and type

of Radios, Televisions, Tape Recor

ders, etc. in the country (speed

service).

To obtain the Service Sheet yo
require, please complete the at

tached coupon:

Name: .».*.

Address: «-*

To.S.P. DISTRIBUTORS
44 Old Bond St., London, W.

Please supply Service Sheets for th

following

:

Make:..

Model No Radio/T>

Make:

Model No „_... Radio/P

Make:..... --

Model No. Radio/T
New 1966 List now available.

I also require list of Service Sheet

at 1 16.

{please delete items not applicable

I enclose remittance of

MAIL ORDERS ONLY (Jan PT

.

(Continued on next page).
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SERVICE SHEETS
(continued)

SERVICE SHEETS, a;so Current and
Obsolete Valves for saJe. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION. :b Sbe»-
asrd's Bush Road. London. W.6. Te:.
SHE6441. NT. GoldHiawk Rd. Station.

SERVICE SHEETS
For all mikes of Radio and Television

—

1925-1965. Prices from I'-.

Free fault-finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, I '4.

All types of modern and obsolete valves.

Radio and TV Books. S.A.E. lists enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses
by Br Gain's finest home-study School.
Coaching for Brit.I.R.E,, City rind
Guilds Amateur's Licence, R.TE.B.
P.M.C. Cert tflc ate. etc. Free brochure
from Br.tish National Radio School.
Russell Street Reading,

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS required
for maintenance and fault finding
on photo-typesetting equipment.
Instruction courses can be arranged
for suitable applicants. H.M. Forces
experience of Radar or PuLse Circuitry
would qualify for further training.
Excellent pay and conditions of
employment plus expanding oppor-
tunities in progressive printing group.
Pleaee write to Works Engineer.
Southwark Offset Limited, 25 Laviag-
roo Street, London, S.E.I.

FIRST-CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...

GET A CERT I Ft CATE !

After brief, intensely interesting study
—undertaken at home in your spare
lime—YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and TV. Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College pro-
vides first rate postal courses for

Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.6.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
A.M.I.E.R.E. Guide also gives
details of range of diploma courses
in Radio/TV Servicing, Electronics
and other branches of engineering,
together with particulars of our

remarkable terms of

Satisfaction or refund of fee

Write now for your copy of this

involuoble publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your

career,

FOUNDED 1885—OVER
I intnn SUCCESSES^__

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incorp. National Inst, of Engineering)

(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

PADGETTS RADIO STORE

OLD TOWN HALL

LiVERSEDGE, YORKS.
Telephone: C'leckhwiton "i860

Special Otter. Brand New Boxed TV Tubes.
MW43/6U 65/-. MW36/24, 37/6. 90 Decree
Tubes with Slight srlass fault, 37/- each.
Carriage on any tube in G.B. 10/-. Fully
Guaranteed ior 12 months.
Reclaimed Tubes. Six months' guarantee.
AW43/80, 30/-. MWia/80. 30/-. MW43/G8. 30/-.
CRM172, 30/-. CRMli'2. 17/-. 12 inch tubes,
10/-. 17 bach tubes perfect but, without
guarantee. 17/- each. Carriage on any tube
fn G.B., 10/-.

Seojie tube removed from units. DG7-S.
2,51n.. perioct condition, 30K Post 4/8.

New JAP earpieces complete with lead and
plus, 3 or 5mm., 1/11 post paid or SO/- per
dozen.
New Transistors, OC72, 2/-t CV426, 10xL:
CV48. KM.: CV-H2. 10tl.
New Uluttes. top grade, no duds. 3/- doz..
pose paid.
Hem liia. speakers with built-in tweeter.
3 or 15 ohras. 28/6- Post paid.
Ferrect Speakers ex. equipment, lOln.
round. 10/-. Pest '31-. Sin. roimd. 6/-. Post
3/-. lxito..SI~. Post 2/-, 6 x 4in., 3/-. Post
2I-. Six for 20/-, post paid. Gin. round. 3/-.

Post 21-. Phillips 5in. round, 5/-. Post 2/-.

New ; ml J <»t or Lnil, t'KT 100, complete
with two tubes, type VCRX39C and VCR29S
Plus 21 small valves, relays removed. 37/-,

or less valves 32/-, carriage 10/-. Sorry no
details on the unit.
ntisii I2in. TV 24 C 13 channel TV, Complete
and tested with good tube, only wants clean-
ing, 55/-, carriage 10/-. G.B.

VALVE LIST
Bx. equipment. 3 months' guarantee

EL91 1/6 £0P1 4/-
ELfffl ?!- 20P4 H/ti
EL84
ECCS1

57- U801 K/H
3/- U281 Rl-

ilCC32 fk U282 Rl-
EY51 2/6 C32P Rh
EY86 X£ KT36 at-
EKF80 4/R SVSCT 4/-
EB91 SW. 6B3 1/K
ECC83

|
6E2& S/-

EL38 SP25 ,S/K
EF91 Wi. 6U4 |r*
6F1 1/- PY33 fll-

6F14 A/- PY80 3-
6F15 5,- PY81 ;«
10C2 5/- PL38 8/6
10F1 v~ PL81 41-
10P13 k- plSs «/-
10P14 k PL83 ,17-

20D1 PY82 3/-
20L1 5/- PCF80 4/-
30P3 4/- PZ30 5/-

PCC84 4/-
PCL82 «/-
PCL85 »/-
PL36 Ri-
12AT7 ff'
6CH6 1'H
R18 3/6
ARP12 im

H fo- £1
807 s/-

EF50 1/-
Doz. 67-

EFB0 1/fi

doe. 10/-

6K7 i/»
DOZ. 10/-

SV6 i/»
Do«, 1H/-

6KB 1/ft
DOZ. 1H/-

D2S 5/-

All valves post paid

^,J*}* »™« %

Pat.App.fV

n
mr Ffift

On your OWM TRAJJSISTO-1 POETABLE.

ir No PltiRE—No Connections. Just place Dewiron
Wjy,.- Trap near radio! Boosts 'Pirate' and
dlsiaot stations, reduce 'fatliDg'.

* Extendi Kmt-jry Life:
-*• U=e tn c&r or caravui Without Aerial!

BrJUsb-mAde. duppij^i wiln PP'S batt. Jif-> ,^veni
monthet) -Ami injitru'jtton^, Monty refurt4 guaraM*?

O.E.W. LTD,, DepL P.T. Kingwood Boad,
PEEND0WN, Dorset

Please mention

'Practical Television"

when replying to

Advertisements
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ANYONE CAN AFFORD THESE

NEW JOB TRAINING COURSES

NEW. Ho. 500 RADIO AND
TELEVISION COURSE 75/-

Here at last ia ynat opportunity to own t moti com-
plete ooumfl at a very modest kbi! TU« expanded
course wbicb now inclndev television ae well a* radio

Kp*b training coald get yon Autcd on a wbote
new career!
The Had 10 Section 01 the course was ORIGIXAlil
DEVELOPED BY THE HAlilO TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE, while tlje Television SlervluUig Course
baa fortnad tbe busts 01 I est ruction provided by i-.iip

ot tbe world's targeH television and electronic*

ftnxu!

Compare* lesson by lesson with some courses coating
ten times a« moch) Yon save because you receive
all the lessons at one time and are not required to
purchase equipment you may not deed.
The lessons are crystal clear, practical, easy to master
and use. Early lessons make lundamentals clear even
to the be sinner, while other lessons will live yon the

practical know-how 0! an expert
The sew 500 Eadio & Television Coarse consists at

362 largo quarto size pages o! instruction, hundreds
at illustrations. We positively guarantee that yon
will be delighted or your money reloaded:

NEW. No. 600 RADIO-TELEVISION

ELECTRONICS COURSE 85/-

This 1* reailv big value in home training. Similar in

details to the above oonrae excepting that yon get an
extra ,'iti pages 01 11M ruction making a total ot" 4tM
quarto slse page*. Hundreds ot illustrations. Inclu-

des all the usual subjects plus Radio Tr&mmtitter
Circuits, Electronic Test Equipment, Tbyrs-tron
Tubes, Inter-Communicators, Sound Level Mtteis,
Servicing Printed Circuits and many more similar

items. This course could be your first step into the
fascinating world oi electronics:

No. 400. ELECTRONICS COURSE 45/-

A complete boirie-aUiiiy- course of 35 Iea8*jL%n. Consist*
of 21 Ti large quango sixe p^ige? of i&Hnietioii. Cohicm
con.jj.6tJB witb itutnictor

1
'* note* and tv#t gue^ti&n*,

Tbia 1$ a modern course that teaches wiihout rfc-^rt-

inj to comfc strip meLhodH , . . Thouinidi of readers
of this tiiug&zlDe have taken this course and M^Orrad
every ujinute of It . . . Way not yon? Clip tal*

coupon <or yoor free trlai offer now]

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED TO
GIVE COMPLETE SATISFACTION

Any course not satisfatLory may be returned idihii,

10 days postpaid ior full refund ot credit of the par-
cbartc prwe.
IF YOU SEND CASH WITH OKDER WE WJLt
INCLUDE A FREE BOOK worth 4/6 to 5/- if

bought separately. By sicudlug caah you »duo?
baoji-iecpinit and other oovU which ve paat hack to
yorj- But you must Include cash at the time of order
to cet ibts special otfert

* * * * FREE TRIAL OFFER • * * *

PAY ONLY 5/- per week if you wish.

To: SIM-TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS DEPT, G.2.
Qatar's Mill. West End, Southampton. Hants.

Please Bend the courses I have circled.D
So. 500 No. 600 N... 4<i"

If not delighted I may return any book post-paid
vithout iurther obligation on my part. Otherwise I

will pay ea&b price or 5f. weekly tlO..'* furLnightlyl
commencing not later than 10 dayi after delivery
I am over 21 years ol aire, tli onder 21 parenui should
plat i- order).

I em-lose cash to the sum of £
I understand yon will reiund thai

money il T am not 100% satis-

fied and 1 return the book «Itb
in 10 days.

Please send me the free book(s) I have ticked.

Oscilloscope Boot Electronic Gadgety Book
Translator Book P.adio Tuiliiiinial Boot
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Packed with concise servicing data

.... the "gen** at your fingertips in one

authoritative volume for day-to-day use !

TAPE
RECORDER
SERVICING
MANUAL
by H. W. HELLYER
A.M.T.S., A.I.P.R.E., A.MJ.S.M.

Tape recorders present special problems to the service

engineer. Many decks are quite complex mechanically, whilst

high performance is required of the associated electronic

circuitry. The best aid the service engineer can have in dealing

with recorders is adequate information. This book provides

concise service data, including

A book to save
you time and
make you profit

tape recorders and decks that have been
released in this country. The notes are

compiled partly from manufacturers' official

data, from trade sources, and also from bench

notes and observations made by the author

the course of a number of years' practical

servicing. Also contains an authoritative

introductory section on the principles

and practice of tape recording, practical

repair procedures, and microphones
and matching.

circuit diagrams and numer-
ous layout diagrams and views

of mechanisms and ad-

justments, for the
majority of

Alba, Allegro, Amplion, B.S.R., Baird, Brenell,

Bush, Butoba, Collaro,

Makes covered

from 63

Manufacturers
include .

.

Cossor, Dansette, De-

fiant, Dynatron, E.M.I. t

Editor, Ekco, Eliza-

bethan, Elpico, EipiCQ-

Celoso, Ferguson,

Ferranti, Ferrograph, Ficord, Fidelity, G.6.C.,

C.E.C., Canard, Ge/oso, Gramdeck, Grundig,

HM.y., Hagen, Kotster-Brandes, Korting,

Magnavox, Motek, Murphy, Peto-Scott,

Phiko, Philips, Playtime, Portogram. R.G.D.,

Recording Devices, Regentone, Robuck, Simon,

Sobell, Sonomog, Sony, Sound, Soundmirror,

Steelman, Stuzzi, TeJefunken, Thorn,

Truvox, Ultra, Verdik, Volmar, Walter,

Winston and Wyndsar.

from your bookseller, or:—

Covers 282 models

in 344 pages
supported by over

345 drawings,

exploded views and
circuit diagrams

Published by

NEWNES

HO SALESMAN
WILL CALL

1 POST FORM TODAY!
1 To: Odhams Books, Dept. S.F.290, Brasted, Sevenoaks, Kern.

Please send me, WITHOUT OBLIGATION TO PURCHASE, 'Tape

Recorder Servicing Manual". I will either return the book in gpod condition,

carriage paid, within eight days, OR send down payment of 19/- eight days

after ddivery, then five monthly instalments of 10/- each. Making a total

Hire Purchase Price of 69/-. ALTERNATIVELY I will send cash price of

63/- plus a small postal charge eight days after delivery.

Delete words NOT applicable: I wish to pay CASH/BY TERMS. I am.

(a) houseowner; (b) tenant in house or flat; (c) temporary resident; (d) single

(e) married; (f) over 21 ; (g) under 21.

Your Signature • • • *

{Ifyou are under 21, please obtain signature ofparent or guardian}.,

BLOCK LETTERS BELOW
NAME ... «...»» ...- «~

Full Postal
ADDRESS

S.F.290

The book that can repay its

purchase price within a few hours
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REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from

RE-VIEW!

^ Each tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

j^*- Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but
breakage.

JL- Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

•4r Each tube is rebuilt with experience and
know-how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

RE-VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY, Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

HERE IS WHAT YOU
PAY:

I2in.

I4in.

I5ln.

I7in.

I9in.

2lin.

£4.15.0

£5. 0.0

£5. 5.0

£5. 5.0

£5.15.0

£7. 5.0

Cash or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery

—Discount for Trade

—

Old Tubes Purchased

BBC2, TV, RADIO & TAPE REC. SPARES VALVES
UHF/625 BBC2. Modify your set to BBC2. 1 955 to 1963 models
covered. Manufacturers' tuners, IF panels, etc. Send for free lists.
SPECIAL OFFER. Complete Pye/Ekco UHF conversion kits:—
tuner, transistorised !F and T.B. panel, fittings, circuit, etc. New in
manuf'ers cartons. Normally 18 Gns. Our Price £8.10.0, post 3/6.
Can be used to convert all makes of receivers.
TRANSISTORISED UHF TUNERS new, £7.15.0, post 3 '6
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sensational gain all stations,
trans., plug-in types, LABGEAR (Pye) BBC I ITA or B8C2 75'-,
PERDIO BBC2 70'-, LABGEAR (Pye) MASTHEAD IDS'-, Post free.
CRTs. Rebuilt, new guns, fully guaranteed 12 months, Mullard
Mazda 14", 17" £4.5.0; 21" £6.10.0, I 10 20'- extra. Carriage ! ON-
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFS. Popular types available, brand new
exact replacements fully guar. A selection which can be supplied:

—

PHILIPS 1768 etc., STELLA 8617 etc. ... 98 '6 I

EKCO 221 to 331 (U25) types 42'6 ' ALSO L.0.T.5
FERRANTI 1001 to 101 I (U25 types) ... 42'fi
EKCO FERRANTI (U26 perspex types)... 74'6
FERGUSON 406 to 606 etc. 74'6; 306, 308 42 '6

MARCONI VTI57, 158, 160, 161 etc. ... 74'6
PHILCO 1000, 1010, 1019, 1020, 1030 etc. 87/6
KB Royal Star PVP20, QVP20
HMV 1840 to 1854. 68'-; I86S to 1869

1870, 1890, 1910, 1920. etc.
SO BELL TSI7, 346, 48'6; other models
PAM, INV1CTA all models
PYE all types available V4 to V700 etc.

Postage and Packing for above L.O.T.s 3 6

SAME DAY SERVICE
NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!

SETS
llij, lfi.5, 1T4. SSI, 3V4. DAF91, DF91, UKB1, Lil.ti" T)U)i
Bri g 4 for 15/-. DAF96, DF96. DK9B. DL98. 4 for 2416.

7/9
7/9
5/9
J/9
5/-

6/6
11/6

Available for

Alba Peto

Cossor Scott

Dacca Pilot

G.E.C, R.G.D,
K.B, Dynatron

Ultra Begenta.

Emereon Etc.

McMtchael

82 r6
42'6
74'6
72'6
66'6
66'6 !

C.O.D. 2/6 extra

1A7GT 7/6|7B7
1U3GT 7/3l7(.'5

1X50 T 7/9 7i r,

llt-5 4/9.7 H

7

1*4 4/9J7YJ
J S3 3/9 911 \v;

1T4 1/9 inCi
:'A5 B/9ilOKI
SQ4 5/B.101.D1'
384 4/9| I3AT7
SV4 5/613At8
5C4G 4/8 12AI.'7

.1Y3GT 4/11 12AX

7

T6/9 I3K7CT 3/6DH7'l
B 30L> 8/9 1 3KSGT 8 /6 DI 1 7 7

2/- 12Q7<iT 3/6 DH«]

fjufiM

AZ.3I
B3H
CL33
CY1
DAC32

9/B|DAP»l
T/frDAVSH
3/9100090
4/9DF33
4/9IDF91
4/9DF98

s/9|Bccaa
18/8IECCS4
9/3!liCC85
ilS.EVFXit
9/8 ECFS2

12/6 iEOF

SCAN COILS, Frame o'p frame osc, transf., width linearity
'oils, sound o, p transf-, mains droppers, control knobs, dual vol.,
controls, line osc. transf, resistors, condensers, etc.

fUNER UNITS. Fireball, Pye Miniature, incremental, turrets,
channel coils, technical replacements service available.

TAPE REC/CHANGER. Drive Belts, Heads, Pinch Wheels,
Idlers, Motors for most British (incl. WALTER) and Continental.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular
models, clean, serviceable condition, turrets, transformers, etc.,

ENQUIRIES invited, quotations given, C.O.D. despatch available.

MANOR SUPPLIES
64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
(Callers: 589b, HIGH ROAD (nr. Granville Rd), N. Finchley
N.I 2). Open all week inel. Sat., H1L 91 18 (Day) SPE 4032 (Evg.).

6AL3
SAM8
6AQ3
BATS
«BA8
6BE8
r,HH6
6B.T8
HH/VS
<SCHS
'SKIM

6F14
OT23
6K7G
«K8U
;K-i-;T

«P29
liQ7G

2/8 1'lii.tifi 6/9
5/6 301,1 11/9
4/- --'Ill's 10/9
4/8 -Ji if I 13/6
4/3:201*5 11/8
5/- ^al/.CT 4/3DL3S
5/6 '.'

r
, I 41;XI 1/6 DT,9'J

7/9 Jy/AO 6/3 DL04

DK33
DK91
1IK92
DKflft
DL3:<

6/6 -

3/8 30F5
9/-30FL1
9/-:iin.l.-»

1/8 3"1.I7

4/3 Sftl'4

7/8 301*12

9/8 31)Fid
5/9 30PL1

S8L7GT 4/9 39PL13 10/9 EBF80
SV6Q 3/6 30l't.l4 ll/-EBFfi3
0VBGT 5/6 ri.-.LiiO'i 6/3 EBF89
(1X4 3/8

'
33W4 4/8 ECC40

fiXBGT 8/3 S6Z40T 4/6 B0C8

1

7B8 10/6 5SKU 8/6 ECCJS2

81- DT.9'i

8/6 DY86
9/6DY67

10/3 EABO80 6/>

13/- EAF4-.J
13/6 ED41
7/6 FB91

13/6 BBC33
9/6 EBC-4

1

ECM33
FXH43
F.CII*!
ECL«il
ECL82

l/giECi^e
8/- EF39
3/6 EE41
4/-EF80

19/BIEFS5
7/9 F.F--:

4/9 EFS9
s/-!ef9i
6/8 EF92
6/9 EF97
6/- EF183
4/SEL33
5/6EL38
n/- tin

7/-!GZ3S
8/3k;Z37
8/8KT61
7/6 *U14
8/-N13

1016' eras i
8/- POC89
8/3[lTFSO
8/- PCFS2
8/3POF34
8/9 1PCFS S

8/8 PCFSOi
8/8 FCLS3
6/8PCLS3
4/9 FCT-S4

8/-.UAF*
8/3 IHi-41
5'tl I IK'?]

8/3 UBF88
tVUia SI- t."BF*9
PCLS6 8/8 VCCM
PESA4 6/8IUCCS5
PE^883 9/6 LCFMO
l'EK"38C15/-ll Cl|,)2

7/6 FFL20017/6 CCHS1
6/9;PL36 B/OUCLsa

18/8IUB8
8/9 L.-MS

6/elr47
4/-:U52
6/8 DM
5/0 1 78
9/6 ntu
8/6 I 3-1

6/-I B881
8/- U801
8/3 I'AHC-,;,, 5/9

y/9
^/ ;

5';'

S'-

5/9
S/-

5/6

8/6
8/9
8/6
4/8
8/9
3/6
9/9
S/6

10/9
15/-

EL84
KL93
EM34

7/6 1SK80
4/- EMS1
2/- EM64
6/- EM*

7

6/6 EY51
6/- EY86
7/6 EZ40
5/9 FZ41
6/9EZ80
3/9 EZS1

8/6Ti,Sl
11/9 PL83
7/3 PL83

l'T>4

5/- PL5IJ0
3/11 i'j.«'j:

5/9 PX3S
7/3 FV32
5/9 PY33
ft/6 PY80
6/3 PY81
8/- P¥88
6/9 PY83
8/6jPYS09
4/-TH21C
4/6TM333

8/fl 1 ' I .-::

5/6 IK41
6/- I.F42
8/3 UFS0
14/- I I'-.",

7/6 L'F8H
7/9 1

" f „1

I

8/9 11,44
8/9 I I. in
5/3 DL84
5/3 LY41
5/- 0T8S
5/9 VP4B
8/6YV 7(1

9/6 W77
8/6X79

4/9 fv,"4 ji '.i>/3 Trees 10/9 z"<

7/6
8/6
7/3
9/3
6/9
4/6
6/-

6/3
5/9
7/3
15/-
8/8
5/9
4/9
4/9
11/-
3/6
21-

34/6
2/6

READERS RADIO
24 COL8ERG PLACE,
STAMFORD HILL
LONDON N.I6. STA 4S87

& 85 TORQUAY GARDENS
REDBRIDGE, ILFORD
ESSEX. CRE 7441

Postage 011 1 valve 9<1. extra. On 2 valves or mors postage 6d. per valve extra.
Any Parcel Insured against Damage m Transit @d. extra.



' PRACTICAL TELEVISION January, 1966

AMAZING KNOW HOW BOOK
8rwgsYoi/R/&Wt/PTODA7E! fE
576
PAGES
OVER

470
ILLUSTRATIONS

REVISED AND ENLARGED—this essential handbook for the enthusiast,
handyman or professional repairer, is packed with detailed information
and easy-to-follow instructions on how to service radio and TV sets

(including all-transistor and U.H.F. circuits), audio equipment and
domestic appliances of every kind. Shows every step in fault tracing
anS the use of modern test gear, from simple meters to complex oscillo-

scopes. Also provides practical guidance on household electrical

installation work. 576 page.s. Over 470 illustrations. Mammoth value—
Special Library Edition, superbly bound in Leaihercloth. 50 -, or on can-
terms; 13;- down and 3 monthly instalments or' 14 - (55 -).

COVERS ALL THE LATEST TECHNICAL ADVANCES!

U.H.F. TELEVISION
Here are basic circuits and full instructions to
enable you to service modern sets—get perfect
625-line reception.

Getting the best from
RADIO AND TV SETS

How to make adjustments and repairs in order
to get the best possible performance from
any set, 4

All you need to know about
DOMESTIC INSTALLATIONS

Learn from these helpful
pages how to carry out modi-
fications and extensions

—

with efficiency and safety!
Complete guidance on light-
ing and power circuits,

practical wiring work, safety
regulations, cables, earthing,
fuses, etc.

Also Fluorescent Lighting,

Thermostats and Time
Switches.

v I

I

WATER HEATING
All you should know about
water heaters and how to
install them and keep them
in perfect working order.
How to service FIRES
and SPACE HEATERS.

HOW TO
MAINTAIN AND

REPAIR
DOMESTIC APPLIANCES

From irons, toasters, hair driers, etc. lo
cookers, washing machines and refrigerators.
Also covers the repair and rewinding of
smut! motors.

SPECIAL SECTION ON
COLOUR TELEVISION

Explains clearly and1 concisely the principles of
prospective colour-
transmission systems.

MM

FAULT-FINDING
This grand book is invaluable for
tracing faults in radio and TV
sets (both valve and transistor
circuits). Deals fully with tools
and bench work—shows how to
make the best use of test instru-
ments. Tells everything you
want to know—from how to
carry out preliminary tests to
how to align tuned circuits.

Servicing DOMESTIC
AUDIO EQUIPMENT

How to locate and rectify faults
in ht-fi equipment (mono or
stereo), record piayers. tape
recorders, etc.

ACT NOW!
Simply complete form, indicating
method ofpayment preferred, a n a
post in a 3d. stamped, unsealed
envelope. Oiler applies in the
U.K. and Lire only. Hurry!
Make sure of your copy.

mmmmtm&m&mmt
ONE GREAT VOLUME covers:

;
Current, Voltage and Resistance. Coils, Capacitors ard Tuning, !

!

Valves, Tubes and Transistors. Radio Components. Receiver
Design Principles, Transistor-Radio Circuits. Valve-Radio !

Circuits. Valve-Television Circuits. Transistor-Televisirn I

\
Circuits. Colour-Television Systems, Audio Amplifier Circuits,

j

j
Audio Equrpment and Gramophones. Tape Recorders. Radio
and Television Aerials. Tools and Bench Work, Test Instruments

j

j
and Their Use. Fault Tracing and Circuit Testing. Alignment of i

j
Tuned Circuits, Television Fault Tracing, Interference Sup- 1

j
pression. Domestic Power Supply Circuits. Electrical Wiring

t Work, Fluorescent Lighting. Thermostats and Time Switches. '.

I
Motor Repair and Rewinding. Smalt Appliances. Space- and

f

j
Water-Heaters. Electric Cookers. Washing, Drying and Ironing

j

Machines. Electric Refrigerators. Suction Cleaners and Floor
; Polishers.

To: Dept. SF 289, Odhams Books
Kent.

-td.. Basted, Sevcnoaks

WITHOUT OBLIGATION reserve me "Radio. Television
and Electrical Repairs" and send Special Invoice with
"Full Satisfaction or No Charge" Guarantee.

77cA method of pin ment preferretf; CASH _J

BLOCK UTTERS BELOW

TERMS

NAME

Full Postal
ADDRESS .

SF289'J&n'66


